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Abstract 

A new generation of conscious consumers have placed pressure on fashion retail businesses 

to implement sustainability into their respective business operations. Conscious consumerism 

is a driving force behind sustainable consumption as these consumers play a strong role 

when influencing business practices. Although many retailers have adapted responsible 

procedures by offering sustainable products to their consumers, there is a lack of research on 

identifying and understanding the conscious consumer holistically. The aim of the present 

research is to gain a better understanding of the conscious consumer in relation to the three 

pillars of sustainability (people, planet, profit). This study sets out to examine the Generation 

Z consumer market as they display traits of sustainable behaviour and also aims to unpack 

the main drivers of their sustainable purchase intentions within the South African fashion 

retail market.  

A self-administered online questionnaire was used to collect data from respondents between 

the ages of 18 and 24 years. From the self-administered questionnaires, 159 responses were 

completed and deemed usable. Data were analysed using Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS) version 24 and Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) version 24. Firstly, 

descriptive statistics was used to provide an overview of the sample. Secondly, Structural 

Equation Modelling (SEM) was used to examine the relationship between the variables. This 

study found that the Health and Labelling and Peer Pressure dimensions of the Consumers’ 

Sustainability Consciousness construct has a positive influence on Sustainable Purchase 

Intentions.  

In conclusion, the findings of this study have several important implications for academia, 

fashion retailers and government. The contribution of this study aims to enhance the existing 

literature on conscious consumption by showcasing the most reliable dimensions of 

Consumers’ Sustainability Consciousness and Sustainable Purchase Intentions. The study 

offers significant insights for fashion retailers and government as the impact of eating 

healthy, the role of product labels and peer pressure were found to have a positive influence 

on Gen Z’s intentions to purchase sustainably. Ultimately, the insights from this body of work 

will generate both important implications and opportunities for further research.  

Keywords: Conscious Consumerism, Conscious Consumption, Consumers’ Sustainable 

Consciousness; Sustainable purchase intention; Sustainable Consumption; Generation 

Z; Fashion Retail Market; South Africa 
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Chapter One: Overview of the Study 

1.1 Introduction 

Globally, the concept of sustainability has brought about a significant change in the way 

businesses operate (Purvis, Mao & Robinson, 2019; Bansal & Des Jardine, 2014; Stoughton 

& Ludema, 2012). This is due to conventional business operations have traditionally engaged 

in activities that increased their profits to a new shift that integrates the three pillars of 

sustainability: profit, people and planet into their respective business strategy (Murray, 2019). 

Sustainable practices have become increasingly important for fashion retailers as the retail 

fashion industry currently produces 10% of global carbon emissions and responsible for 20% 

of the world’s wastewater (Vande, 2021). Concurrently, a new generation of young 

consumers are placing an increasing amount of pressure on the way in which fashion brands 

operate sustainably (Vande, 2021; Nielsen Report 2012; Nielsen Report 2019). These 

consumers form part of Gen Z who expects brands to operate ethically, and their purchase 

intentions are driven by the respective brands’ sustainable business practices (Vande, 2021; 

Francis & Hoefel, 2018; Bentley, Fien, & Neil, 2004).  

Subsequently, conscious consumerism is one of the main drivers of sustainable practices as it 

drives consumers to make choices that are good for them and the planet (Heiny & Schneider, 

2021; Szmigin, Carrigan & McEachern, 2009). There are three main dimensions to conscious 

consumption; ethical, social and environmental consumption (Balderjahna, Peyera, 

Seegebarthb, Wiedmannc & Weberd, 2018; Szmigin, Carrigan & McEachern, 2009; Zakbar 

& Hosta, 2013). The Consumers’ Sustainability Consciousness (CSC) construct successfully 

integrates ethical consumption, social consumption and environmental consumption with the 

three pillars of sustainability. The purpose of this construct is to evaluate which attribute of 

conscious behaviour is the most significant contributor to sustainable consumption (de 

Carvalho, Salgueiro & Rita, 2015). 

Consumers play an important role in the field of marketing and therefore it is essential to 

understand their conscious consumption preferences. Many factors influence conscious 

consumption and thus fashion retail brands need to remain relevant by understanding 

conscious consumerism and adjusting their efforts accordingly (Vande, 2021; Janardhanan, 

2018). Therefore, this study aims to unpack CSC by examining which attributes will 

influence Gen Z’s fashion retail sustainable preferences.  
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1.2 Background to Study 

1.2.1 Sustainability and the Fashion Industry  

The subject of sustainability was established in form of identifying its three main pillars: 

people, planet and profit (Purvis, Mao & Robinson, 2019). The importance of sustainability 

has brought about a significant change in the way businesses operate (Purvis, Mao & 

Robinson, 2019; Bansal & Des Jardine, 2014; Stoughton & Ludema, 2012) This is because 

traditionally businesses only aimed to generate profits and now shifted their business efforts 

to include all the pillars of sustainability by integrating people and planet into their respective 

business strategy (Murray, 2019). The global fashion industry has become a concern for both 

brands and consumers as this industry is responsible for significant biodiversity loss on the 

planet (Heiny & Schneider, 2021). Fashion brands such as H&M and Adidas have realised 

the impact of their business operations and therefore have embedded sustainability into their 

business practices and offerings (Vande, 2021; Khandual & Pradhan, 2019 Morgan & 

Cheung, 2017). Recently, a study conducted by McKinsey & Company (2021), indicated that 

sustainability is a significant opportunity for the fashion industry as the sustainable fashion 

market will reach $9.81 billion by 2025, and $15.17 billion by 2030. Furthermore, Gen Z 

consumers continue to place pressure on fashion brands to make purpose-driven decisions 

that result in sustainable actions (Vande, 2021; McKinsey & Company, 2021). 

1.2.2 Conscious consumerism  

Conscious consumerism occurs when the consumer adopts a holistic purchasing decision 

making process before purchasing a product (Cizmeci, 2020). Therefore, the entire 

production process is considered from the extraction of raw material, the way in which the 

product was made to its effect on the environment once it is disposed (Cizmeci, 2020). 

Conscious consumerism is one of the main drivers of adopting sustainable consumption 

practices as it drives consumers to make choices that are good for them and the planet 

(Szmigin, Carrigan & McEachern, 2009). There are three ways in which this consumer group 

displays conscious purchasing consumption behaviour; ethical, social and environmental 

consumption (Balderjahna, Peyera, Seegebarthb, Wiedmannc & Weberd, 2018; Szmigin, 

Carrigan & McEachern, 2009; Zakbar & Hosta, 2013; Webster & Frederick, 1975). These 

three types of consumer behaviour have helped researchers gain a better understanding of 

consumer consumption in relation to sustainability and its impact on the consumers intent to 

purchase sustainably. However, these studies on these aspects have been researched 
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independently (de Carvalho, Salgueiro & Rita, 2015). In response, de Carvalho et al., (2015) 

proposed the Consumers’ Sustainability Consciousness Construct (CSC) which successfully 

integrates ethical consumption, social consumption, and environmental consumption with the 

three pillars of sustainability (people, planet and profit). The purpose of this construct is to 

provide an integrated view on how consumers’ sustainability consciousness impacts a 

consumers’ intent to purchase sustainably (de Carvalho et al.,2015) 

1.2.3 The Generation Z consumer segment  

Young consumers are concerned with environmental issues and their purchase intentions can 

are by the sustainable business practices (Bentley, Fien, & Neil, 2004). These consumers 

form part of Generation Z (Gen Z) and are referred to the ‘True Gen’ and the ‘We Gen’ as 

they are actively involved in community projects and participate in conversations which 

positively contribute to the world (Francis & Hoefel, 2018). Gen Z represents the future of 

society as they are the future consumers, workers and innovators (McCrindle, 2007). These 

consumers make up $143 billion in buying power and projected to account for 40% of the 

consumer market by 2021 (Pankowski Michael, 2020).   Thus, it is important for fashion 

retail brands to understand which factors influences the sustainable purchase intentions of this 

consumer segment.  

1.3 Problem Statement  

The fashion industry is an important sector as its globally worth US$ 2.5 trillion and employs 

more than 60 million people globally with clothing being the largest output of textiles as it 

accounts for 60% of textile production (Guo, Choi & Shen, 2020; Euromonitor International 

Apparel & Footwear, 2016). Furthermore, this industry has been identified as a significant 

contributor to plastic waste, as half a million tonnes of plastic microfibres are released 

annually during the washing process of plastic-based textiles such as polyester, nylon or 

acrylic (O’Connor, 2014). Consequently, the impact of fashion on the environment has led 

many companies to incorporate sustainability into their business strategies (Smith, 2007; de 

Brito, Carbone & Blanquart, 2008) As the end consumer is central to the business strategy of 

clothing retail companies it is therefore essential that they have extensive knowledge of 

factors influencing their consumers’ purchasing behaviour (Hollywood, Armstrong & 

Durkin, 2007). 
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Consumer preferences have become increasingly complex as style, quality and price are no 

longer the only factors that influence purchasing behaviour (Borland, 2004). Sustainable 

preferences have become a significant contributor to purchase behaviour driven by 

environmentally conscious consumers within emerging markets (Faisal, 2010).  Nevertheless, 

conscious consumerism studies conducted within an emerging market such as South Africa 

have primarily focused on social, environmental, or ethical aspects of consumption (Hughes, 

McEwan & Bek, 2015; Janardhanan, 2018). Consequently, the consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness (CSC) construct was developed which holistically measures meaningful 

consumption in relation to sustainable purchase intention (de Carvalho et al., 2015). The 

consumers’ sustainability consciousness is measured by using its dimensions; sense of 

retribution, access to information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario (de 

Carvalho et al., 2015). The formation of this construct was tested in Portugal and limited 

studies were done on a global scale. As a result, there are limited studies that measures all 

aspects of conscious consumerism holistically within an emerging market context. Therefore, 

this study aims to address this limitation by contributing to the understanding conscious 

consumerism holistically by examining the consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

construct. Furthermore, this study will assess the impact of consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness on sustainable purchase intentions regarding fashion amongst Gen Z 

consumers.  

1.4 Purpose of the Study   

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the main drivers of consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness and examine their impact on sustainable purchase intentions amongst Gen Z in 

the South African fashion retail market.  

1.5 Research Objectives  

The primary and secondary objectives will be stated below.  

1.5.1 Primary Objective:  

To evaluate whether consumers’ sustainability consciousness has a positive relationship on 

sustainable purchase intention amongst Gen Z in the South African fashion retail market. 

1.5.2 Secondary Objective  

This section explores the theoretical and empirical objectives of this study. 
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1.5.2.1 Theoretical Objectives  

The following theoretical objectives were developed:  

• To review the literature on sense of retribution  

• To review the literature on access to information  

• To review the literature on labelling and peer pressure  

• To review the literature on health  

• To review the literature on crisis scenario  

• To review the literature on trust  

• To review the literature on accessibility  

 

1.5.2.2 Empirical Objectives 

The empirical objectives will expand on the topic at hand by reviewing literature on the 

above-mentioned dimensions of the consumers’ sustainability consciousness construct and its 

relation to sustainable purchase intention:  

• To determine the relationship between consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

(measured by sense of retribution, access to information, labelling and peer pressure, 

health and crisis scenario) and sustainable purchase intention as far as the trust 

dimension is concerned 

• To determine the relationship between consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

(measured by sense of retribution, access to information, labelling and peer pressure, 

health and crisis scenario) and sustainable purchase intention as far as the accessibility 

dimension is concerned 

The results from these research objectives will become significant considerations for current 

and future sustainable product and marketing strategies for South African fashion retail 

companies. 

1.6 Study Limitations  

Although this study aimed to provide a contribution to both theoretical development and 

providing empirical evidence on the research constructs, the scope of this research was 

limited in terms of the population sampled. The research survey was distributed to the student 

population of the University of Cape Town within the Covid pandemic period and resulted in 

in student accessibility challenges such as access to internet and computer resources. 

Furthermore, this study took place within South Africa where eleven languages are practiced 
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and thus could have resulted in representative bias as the survey was only conveyed in 

English. The study should therefore be repeated with a larger sample size using more than 

one South African official language  

1.7 Contribution of Study  

The research findings will be of interest to the field of both academia and to businesses who 

currently offer or intend to offer sustainable fashion offerings. This study will contribute to 

existing literature on: 

• The relationship between sense of retribution and consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness 

• The relationship between access to information and consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness 

• The relationship between labelling and peer pressure and consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness 

• The relationship between health and consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

• The relationship between crisis scenario and consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

• The relationship between consumers’ sustainability consciousness and sustainable 

purchase intention as far as trust is concerned 

• The relationship between consumers’ sustainability consciousness and sustainable 

purchase intention as far as accessibility concerned 

 

Additionally, the result from this study provides a holistic view of the conscious Gen Z 

consumer in the rapidly expanding field of sustainability. Fashion retail brands can therefore 

use these findings to develop a more suitable sustainable offering for this consumer segment.  

1.8 Research Design and Methodology  

This section will provide an overview of the research process.  

1.8.1 Research design 

The research design will take form of the conclusive research method using the descriptive 

approach. This method has been chosen as the proposed study aims to examine sustainable 
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conscious behaviour and the findings will be used to help fashion retailers make strategic 

business decisions about their sustainable offerings. 

1.8.2 Research paradigm 

This study sets out to examine the research question by testing the proposed hypotheses and 

therefore based on the objective of this study, the Positivism paradigm will be utilised. 

1.8.3 Research approach 

This research study will use a quantitative approach as it seeks to understand conscious 

consumption from a Gen Z sample that will be representative of the population. In addition, 

this method provides a broader understanding of the proposed study (Goundar, 2012). A 

structured quantitative data collection method will be utilised by using an online self-

administered questionnaire to further unpack and answer the proposed research objectives. 

1.8.4 Sampling design 

The quantitative sampling process includes defining the target population and sampling 

frame, sample size and sampling method.  The target population was focused on Gen Z 

consumers aged between 18-24 years old. The extent covered Cape Town within the 2020-

time period. Based on similar studies conducted by de Carvalho et al., (2015), Cheung (2017) 

and Sharma & Josh (2019), the sample size comprised of 160 respondents.  

1.8.5 Data collection method 

A structured data collection method was applied using an online self-administered 

questionnaire to further unpack and answer the proposed research objectives. This method 

has been chosen as it will allow respondents to select from predetermined responses 

(Malhotra, 2010). In total, 159 valid responses were collected using an online questionnaire 

administered by Qualtrics.  

1.8.6 The measurement instrument 

The online survey will take form of a questionnaire which will use the 19 items from the 

consumer sustainability consciousness construct and 11 items from the sustainable purchase 

intention construct both developed by de Carvalho et al.,(2015)/ 
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1.8.7 Data preparation 

The following steps were used in the data-preparation process:   

• Assessment of questionnaire  

• Editing 

• Coding 

• Data Cleaning 

The main aim of this process is to check for final consistency thus data that is out of range, 

inconsistent or logically inconsistent are identified (Malhotra, 2010; Pink, 2019).  

1.8.8 Reliability and validity of the measurement instrument 

Reliability tests are applied to quantitative studies where the research questions are assessed 

using a Likert-rating scale (Middleton, 2020). Validity in research relates to the extent to 

which the survey measures the right elements hence informing the researcher if the research 

method was accurately used (Dudovskiy, 2018; Middleton, 2020).  Discriminant validity is 

the extent to which there is no correlation among differing constructs. Only discriminant 

validity was used to assess the proposed research constructs by checking the inter-correlation 

between these constructs.  

1.8.9 Data analysis 

The data analysis was performed by using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

(SPSS) 24 and Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) 24 software. SPSS 24 was used to 

calculate the descriptive statistics (sample profile and Likert scale results), reliability results 

through the Cronbach’s Alpha, Standard Deviation, and the Mean. The reliability and validity 

of the measurement instrument is key for the results of the study to be widely accepted. In 

addition, AMOS 24 was used for inferential statistics namely Structural Equation Modeling 

(SEM). SEM was done in two stages, first, the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) then 

hypothesis testing.  
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1.9 Outline of Study  

• Chapter One: Overview of the Study 

Chapter One provided an overview of the study including: introduction, background 

to study, research problem, purpose of study, research objectives, study limitations 

and contributions and lastly an overview of the research process.  

• Chapter Two: Literature Review 

Chapter Two covered the following literature for both the theoretical and empirical 

objectives; Sustainability Landscape, Pillars of Sustainability and Conscious 

Consumption, Consumer’s Sustainability Consciousness, Sustainable Purchase 

Intentions and lastly Generation Z. These sections will further disseminate into sub 

sections.  

• Chapter Three: Conceptual Model and Hypotheses Development 

Chapter Three provided the theoretical grounding using Theory Reasoned Action and 

Theory of Planned Behaviour. Thereafter this chapter displayed the conceptual model 

and introduced the hypotheses for this study.   

• Chapter Four: Research Methodology  

Chapter Four introduced the research methodology for this study which included 

research design, data collection and data analysis. The research methodology section 

provided an overview of the research paradigm and approach. Thereafter, the research 

design outlined the process and then the data collection procedure method provided an 

overview of the measurements. Lastly, the data analysis process discussed the steps 

selection of statistical methods that was employed to analyse the data. 

• Chapter Five: Data Analysis and Discussion  

Chapter Five provided a detailed report of the findings of the study. A detailed 

discussion of the descriptive statistics, assessments of the reliability, validity, Model 

Fit as well as the testing of the hypotheses were presented.  

• Chapter Six: Conclusion, Implications and Future Research  

Chapter Six concluded with managerial implication, research contributions, study 

limitations and areas for future research.   
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1.10 Chapter Summary  

Chapter One comprised of ten sections where the first section introduced the research. 

Therefore, the chapter provided the background for the study. Then this chapter identified the 

research problem which then led to the mentioning the purpose of the study. Next research 

objectives and research questions were stated. Followed by study limitations and 

contributions. The last section provided an overview of the research process. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction  

In this chapter, the theoretical research provides an initial discussion about studies related 

sustainability and the fashion retail industry. Thereafter, linking sustainability to conscious 

consumption and introducing the consumers’ consciousness sustainability construct. 

Subsequently, the chapter then discusses sustainable purchase intentions and end with a focus 

on gaining a better understanding of the Gen Z consumer market.  

2.2 Uncovering the Sustainability Landscape 

2.2.1 The Global Establishment of Sustainability  

The concept of sustainability was instituted at the 1992 United Nations (UN) Conference on 

Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro. Following this summit, the UN established 

the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) which aimed to guide, monitor and 

assess the progress of the UN 21 agenda (Purvis, Mao & Robinson, 2019). The main 

objective of the UN 21 agenda is to provide local and international governments with a 

detailed plan as to how to achieve sustainable development within their respective countries 

(United Nations, 1992). In 1995, a workshop was held to review the three aspects of 

sustainability and concluded that the CSD should work on indicators which emphasise social 

(people), environmental (planet) and economic (profit) institutional aspects of sustainable 

development (Murray, 2019). In September 2015, the UN hosted a summit inviting world 

leaders to attend with the aim of establishing 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

(Robles, 2019). The purpose of these goals is to help fight poverty, inequality, and climate 

change, ultimately placing pressure on leaders to operate sustainably (UN Report, 2019). 

2.2.2 Operational Definition of Sustainability 

The most commonly accepted and widely used definition for sustainability was described by 

the Cassen Commission Report (1987) as meeting the needs of the present without 
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compromising the needs of future generations (de Carvalho et al., 2015; Purvis, Mao & 

Robinson, 2019). Thereafter an array of definitions of sustainability were proposed (Purvis, 

Mao & Robinson, 2019). According to Viederman (1994), sustainability is a participatory 

process that creates and implements a vision of a community that optimally uses its natural 

and human resources. A more recent description of sustainability was defined as a set of 

development plans aimed to fulfil the social, economic and environmental issues addressing 

the current generation without comprising the needs of the future generation (Vande, 2021, 

Espina, Phan & Markman, 2018; Hussain, Rigoni & Orij, 2018; Willard, 2012). The more 

recent definition of sustainability will be used for the purposes of this study.  

2.2.3 The Three Pillars of Sustainability  

There are three pillars of sustainability namely, social (people), environment (planet) and 

economic (profit) and they also form part of the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) which is practiced 

by many companies (Cavagnaro & George, 2017; Kalish, Burek, Costello, Schwartz & 

Taylor, 2018). TBL is a popular concept used by companies to develop their respective 

sustainability strategies. For the purposes of this research study, the three pillars of 

sustainability will be referred to as people, planet and profit.  

2.2.3.1 People 

he social dimension of TBL focusses on the company’s relationship with their main 

stakeholders; employees, communities, customers, suppliers, and investors (Delai & 

Takahashi, 2013). Companies practice corporate social responsibility (CSR) where they 

engage in socially responsible activities which results in enhanced societal wellbeing 

(Jackson & Apostolakou, 2010). The key aspects of CSR include employee training and 

development, monetary or in-kind contributions to impoverished communities, customer 

health & safety and offering supplier support by giving them long terms contracts (Delai & 

Takahashi, 2013; Harun, Prybutok & Prybutok, 2018; Naderi & Van Steenburg, 2018). The 

launch of the SDGs has placed more emphasis on companies to implement CSR practices as 

it positively contributes to creating meaningful impact on the environment and local 

communities (Robles, 2019).  
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2.2.3.2 Planet  

The second pillar of sustainability is focused on the environment. The depletion of natural 

resources has placed detrimental effects on the ecosystem and thus have caused many 

businesses to incorporate environmental sustainability procedures into the production of their 

respective goods and services (Veleva & Ellenbecker, 2001). Companies practice the 

environmental dimension when they focus on reducing their carbon footprint by 

implementing activities which will reduce their water & energy, waste and carbon emissions 

across their business (Ekins, 2010; Gimenez, Sierra & Rodon, 2012).  

2.2.3.3 Profit 

Lastly, the economic dimension is best explained using the concept of shared value. In 2011, 

the concept of shared value was introduced as the way in which companies find business 

opportunities in social problems thereafter integrating this thinking into their business 

strategies (Porter & Kramer, 2011). This concept depicts the relationship between business 

opportunities, social needs and corporate assets working together to form a strategy which is 

inclusive of everyone’s needs (Porter & Kramer, 2011). Based on the above introduction to 

shared value, no scale was found as to how to measure the way in which consumers 

understand the economic benefits of their consumption behaviour (de Carvalho et al. 2015).  

2.2.4 Sustainability in emerging markets  

A considerable amount of literature has been published on sustainability in developing 

countries as this concept has been an interest to these countries for many decades across 

Brazil and Chile (Ariztía, Kleine, das Graças, Brightwell, Agloni, Afonso & Bartholo, 2014; 

Delai & Takahashi, 2013), India (Manaktola & Jauhari, 2007; Sharma & Joshi, 2019), China 

(Gassler, Meyer-Höfer, Spiller & Achim, 2016; Aroche, 2016), South Africa (Hughes, 

McEwan & Bek 2015; Mkhize & Ellis, 2019; Corvino, Doni & Martini, 2020). Since then, 

sustainability has become an interest to emerging markets as companies are seeing the 

positive effects of integrating sustainability into their business strategies (DWS, 2019).  

One such example is that of large companies in Chile and Brazil that have successfully 

adopted sustainable practices within their businesses and thereafter focus their efforts in 

communicating their social and environmental actions to their respective consumer bases 

(Ariztía, Kleine, das Graças, Brightwell, Agloni, Afonso & Bartholo, 2014). Their sustainable 
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practices are also communicated to their business stakeholders as part of their company’s 

corporate reporting (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2008).  

In 2014, the King Report on Corporate Governance was introduced to South African 

companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) (Corvino, Doni & Martini, 

2020). The purpose of this report is aimed to encourage companies to operate responsibly by 

publicly reporting on their business practices (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2020). The King 

Report provides a mandate for JSE South African companies such as Woolworths, Pick n Pay 

and The Foschini Group (TFG) to implement sustainability into their business practices by 

producing integrated reports. These reports include integrating financial, social, and 

environmental information into corporate reporting (Corvino, Doni & Martini, 2020). This 

form of reporting is strongly linked to sustainability as it indicates how a company can create 

and sustain value by generating greater transparency in their respective corporate reporting 

(Eccles & Krzus, 2014). Furthermore, integrated reports are of high importance to current and 

potential investors as it provides them with a better understanding of whether the company is 

operating successfully using the triple bottom line (people, planet and profit) framework 

(Corvino, Doni & Martini, 2020). As these reports are made publicly available, consumers 

are then able to access this information and develop a well-informed perception towards the 

respective company (Eccles & Krzus, 2014).  This is specifically important to the Gen Z 

consumers as they conduct research about a brand’s sustainable practices before supporting 

them (Pillay, 2020). Therefore, fashion retail brands need to ensure that their sustainable 

efforts are well communicated across all their platforms in order to attain Gen Zs’ brand 

preferences (Francis & Hoefel, 2018).  

2.2.5 Sustainability and the fashion retail industry  

In 2019, the global fashion sustainability market was worth $6.35 billion and expected to 

grow to $8.25 billion by 2023 (Jones, 2021). The growth can be attributed to the rising 

awareness around sustainability within the fashion industry (Jones, 2021). The fashion retail 

industry produces 10% of the world’s carbon emissions and is the second largest consumer of 

the global water supply (Johnsen, 2019). The environmental aspect of sustainability has 

become a growing concern for this industry due to the challenge of balancing environmental 

impact and fulfilling business needs (Clarke & Clegg, 2000). Therefore, sustainable business 

practices have become an important aspect in the fashion retail industry and many companies 

have incorporated this way of thinking into their respective business models (Fineman, 2001; 
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Klimley, 2005; Niinimäki, 2010). The concept of sustainability within the fashion industry 

involves making meaningful decisions at every point of a product’s life cycle from sourcing 

material, product design, production, product sale to its end life (Robles, 2019). The fashion 

retail industry plays a significant role in sustainability due to their global economic power 

and ability to influence both production and consumption (Delai & Takahashi, 2013).  

2.2.5.1 Fast Fashion  

Since the early 1990s, fashion has become faster and cheaper to produce resulting in higher 

consumption (Black, 2010). This process is known as fast fashion where the production of 

fashionable clothing is produced quickly and sold inexpensively to consumers (Khandual & 

Pradhan, 2019). As a result, 80 billion pieces of clothing is produced globally on an annual 

basis with three out of four pieces either ending up in landfill or gets incinerated (Chung, 

2016). The consumers’ demand for clothing continues to grow with the increasing demand 

driven by Asian and African countries. Furthermore, the demand is predicted to increase to 

160 million tonnes by 2050 (Johnsen, 2019). This would result in a significant environmental 

catastrophe if the negative effects of clothing production are not adequately addressed and 

hence highlights the importance of implementing sustainable business practices within the 

fashion industry.  

2.2.5.2 The Circular Economy  

Recently, the practice of sustainability has transformed from a linear thinking to a circular 

way of thinking (Robles, 2019). This new approach forms part of the new economic model 

which is known as the circular economy (Geissdoerfer, Savaget, Bocken & Hultink, 2017; 

Robles, 2019). The circular economy plays an essential role in achieving sustainable 

development as it focuses on ensuring that nothing is wasted by repurposing, recycling or 

reusing things (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013). This approach is used by many 

international fashion brands such as Adidas, H&M and Stella Mcartney as these brands have 

successfully integrated sustainability into their business strategies with the intention to reduce 

their impact on the environment (Morgan & Birtwistle, 2009; Cheung, 2017; Khandual & 

Pradhan, 2019). Due to the shift from linear to circular thinking there has been a gradual shift 

from fast fashion to sustainable fashion (Khandual & Pradhan, 2019).  
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2.2.5.3 Sustainable fashion  

The term sustainable fashion is used interchangeably with eco-fashion, green fashion, ethical 

fashion or slow fashion (Caniato, Caridi, Crippa & Moretto 2012; Khandual & Pradhan, 

2019). According to Khandual & Pradhan (2019), there are six forms of sustainable fashion 

which is illustrated in the diagram below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Forms of sustainable fashion  

 

1. Custom made 

The garment is made when the customer places an order and it is produced in an 

environmentally friendly manner (Khandual & Pradhan, 2019). 

2. Sustainable design and production 

There are four main types of sustainable design techniques that can be used: upcycling, 

recycling, reconstruction and zero waste (Khandual & Pradhan, 2019). Recycling occurs 

when something is reused, and upcycling refers to repurposing an item with the intention to 

increase its value (Jestratijevic & Rudd, 2018). Reconstruction takes place when a garment is 

upcycled and made into a new design (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013). Lastly, zero 

waste design techniques are applied from the pattern making phase until the final production 
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of the garment ensuring unnecessary waste is eliminated at every stage (Khandual & Pradhan, 

2019). 

3. Fair and ethically made 

This form of sustainable fashion promotes the fair and ethical practices of the process of 

garment formation from procurement of raw material to safe and fair employee working 

conditions (Grazia, 2018). 

4. Waste management 

Textile waste is one of the largest problems within the fashion retail industry as millions of 

fabrics are sent to landfill on an annual basis (O'Connor, 2014; Jestratijevic & Rudd, 2018; 

Khandual & Pradhan, 2019). This form of sustainable fashion aims to reduce the leftover 

fabric and trimmings that is usually found after garments are made (Jestratijevic & Rudd, 

2018; Khandual & Pradhan, 2019). 

5. Second hand 

Consumers are becoming increasingly conscious about their buying decisions and thus seek 

to purchase clothing from thrift stores and charity shops (Jestratijevic & Rudd, 2018; 

Khandual & Pradhan, 2019). 

6. Collaborative consumption  

Lastly, the concept of collaborative consumption occurs when consumers swap, rent or trade 

fashion items instead of purchasing them brand new (Lang & Armstrong, 2018; Khandual & 

Pradhan, 2019).  

2.2.6 Sustainability and fashion retail in emerging markets  

In 2019, the Asia Pacific region accounted for 32.7 % of the global ethical fashion market 

(Jones, 2021). Research performed by The Business Research Company (2020) indicates that 

the fastest-growing regions in the ethical fashion market will be Eastern Europe and South 

America, followed by Asia Pacific and Africa.   

Brazil has the second largest fashion industry in the world due to the size of its retail 

workforce and being one of the key global producers of cotton and denim (Petty, 2018). 

Brazil forms part of the Fashion Transparency Index (FTI) where they assess twenty local 

brands based on their ethical, social and environmental standards (Petty, 2018; Fashion 
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Revolution, 2020). The report is then publicly made available with the intention to display the 

transparency of business operations of these twenty local brands (Fashion Revolution, 2020). 

Local designers such as the brand Santista Jeanswear have incorporated sustainable fashion to 

their offering by producing denim made from recycled cotton (Petty, 2018).  

India is the world’s fifth-largest global destination in the retail space and has emerged as one 

of the most dynamic and fast-paced retail industries (IBEF, 2020). Sustainability is a core 

component of the Indian culture as its values are underpinned by environmentally friendly 

and sustainable practices and as a result, they are known to be one of the least wasteful 

countries (Pandey, 2017). Sustainable fashion is not a new concept to Indian consumers as 

they wear pre-used clothing and clothing is reused when passed from elder siblings or family 

members (Nath, 2020). If the clothing item is no longer suitable to wear it is then upcycled 

into a cleaning cloth (Nath, 2020). Indian consumers are therefore conscious about their 

environmental footprint and make sustainable fashion choices (Pandey, 2017). Several Indian 

fashion designers offer sustainable fashion namely, Aeon Row only uses recycled yarn in 

their garments and Doodlage uses fabric scraps, textile waste with organic cotton in their 

offerings (Khandual & Pradhan, 2019). In 2019, fashion collections offered by Indian 

designers were highlighted as the top trends to watch (Amed, Balchandani, Beltrami, Berg, 

Hedrich, & Rölkens, 2018)  

The retail industry in South Africa is one of the country’s top ten sources of employment 

(Flanders, 2016). This sector relies heavily on imports from China, Bangladesh, Pakistan and 

Cambodia thus placing an immense amount of pressure on local fashion retailers (Palmi, 

2006; Flanders, 2016). Prior to 2005, South African had local textile mills generating raw 

material used to produce clothing garments (Bylund & Eriksson, 2015). In January 2005, 

there was a significant change in the global textile industry where the World Trade 

Organisation allowed retailers to buy from anywhere in the world (Bylund & Eriksson, 

2015). This legislation posed a significant threat to the South African textile industry as many 

clothing factories either reduced their workforce, outsourced part of their production or 

closed business operations (Palmi, 2006; Flanders, 2016). This was due to the local retail 

industry’s inability to maintain the competitive prices that were offered by their international 

counterparts (Palmi, 2006; Flanders, 2016).  

In 2015, the Department of Trade and Investment partnered with key South African fashion 

retailers; The Foschini Group and Cape Union Mart to restore the local fashion retail industry 
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by investing in their local suppliers with the intention to boost local supply and production 

(Booysen, 2015). The sustainability of South Africa’s fashion retail industry is dependent on 

local demand and supply and thus poses an opportunity for local fashion designers to create a 

market for this demand (Palmi, 2006). In contrast to Brazil and India, the practice of 

sustainability within the South African fashion industry is small scaled (Longden, 2020). 

There are a few local brands that offer sustainable fashion such as Woolworths using 100% 

recycled plastic in their recent winter jacket collection and The Fix uses 100% recycled water 

in their denim jeans (Caboz, 2020; TFG Sustainability Report, 2020). Additionally, several 

local designers have also embarked on the sustainable fashion journey such as The Joinery 

who makes products from recycled plastic bottles, Sindiso Khumalo who uses sustainable 

textiles to make garments and Rewoven who repurposes textile waste by generating new fibre 

from it to make new fabric (Kabwe 2019; Beaton, 2020).   

Based on the above body of work, sustainability and fashion retail in India and Brazil is more 

advanced in comparison to South Africa. However, there is a growing interest in sustainable 

fashion offerings and thus poses a positive outlook for the future of fashion within the 

sustainability landscape across emerging markets. Consequently, this indicates that it is 

fundamental that fashion retail companies understand their respective conscious consumer 

market to ensure that their retail fashion offerings are aligned with consumer preferences.  

2.3 Pillars of sustainability and conscious consumption  

Sustainable consumption is defined as the utilisation of resources that integrates the three 

pillars of sustainability; social (people), environment (planet) and economic (profit) in order 

to meet the needs of both current and future generations (Balderjahna, Peyera, Seegebarthb, 

Wiedmannc & Weberd, 2018). The application of sustainable consumption is practiced by 

conscious consumers who supports fashion brands that implement sustainability into their 

supply chain by adopting environmental practices and work with ethical suppliers (Khandual 

& Pradhan, 2019; Lee, Choia, Hanb, Kima, Koc & Kimd, 2019).  

The purpose of this current study is to focus on understanding the conscious consumer and 

their sustainable purchase intentions. The following sections will discuss the types of 

conscious consumption in relation to the three pillars of sustainability (people, planet and 

profit).  
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2.3.1 Pillar one: Social Sustainability (People) 

The term conscious consumption can be explained by viewing the two terms separately. The 

concept of consciousness refers to the ability to recognise and become aware of one’s 

behaviour and able to act accordingly (Buğday & Babaoğul, 2016). When consciousness is 

applied to consumption, it becomes a controlled behaviour within the marketplace and thus 

the conscious consumer can make rational purchasing decisions (Buğday & Babaoğul, 2016; 

Cizmeci, 2020). The practice of conscious consumption within the sphere of sustainability 

involves decision-making processes that are well informed as the products entire production 

process is taking into consideration from the extraction of raw material, the way in which the 

product was made to its effect on the environment once it is disposed (Cizmeci, 2020). 

Conscious consumers therefore practice a purchasing decision process that includes three 

main types of behaviour (Zakbar & Hosta, 2013, Balderjahna, Peyera, Seegebarthb, 

Wiedmannc & Weberd, 2018; Lappeman, Egan, Rightford & Ramogase., 2021). These three 

main behaviours classify conscious consumers as: Ethically conscious consumers 

(Carrington, Neville, & Whitwell, 2014; Oh & Yoon, 2014, (Khandual & Pradhan, 2019.), 

Socially conscious consumers (Nielsen Report, 2012; Ladhari & Tchetgna, 2017), 

Environmentally conscious consumers (and Zabkar & Hosta, 2013; Kirmani & Khan, 2016). 

Below is a summary of the three main types of conscious consumers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Types of conscious consumers (Lappeman, Egan, Rightford & Ramogase., 2021). 

These types of consumers will further be explained in the following paragraphs.  
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2.3.1.1 Ethically Conscious Consumer 

The term ethical consumption was introduced by Mintel (1994) who defined ethical 

consumption as keeping military expenditure and animal protection issues in mind when 

shopping. Ethical consumption forms part of broader consumption and occurs when there is a 

series of cognitive transactions that takes place when an individual consumes a product 

(Peattie, 1999; Szmigin, Carrigan & McEachern, 2009). These transactions include whether 

the individual should engage with the product or seek alternatives (Peattie, 1999). 

Furthermore, Szmigin et al. (2009) argues that ethical consumption promotes positive 

decision making such as choosing Fairtrade products, environmentally friendly products and 

avoidance or boycott of certain products. A later body of work by Uusitalo & Oksanen (2004) 

expanded on the understanding of ethical consumption to include the categories of child 

labour practices, conducting animal tests, and viewing labour union protection aspects as part 

of the creation and distribution of products. Research by Crane and Matten (2004) provided a 

generic definition by stating that ethical consumption is practiced when conscious and 

deliberate decisions are made to consumption choices based one one’s personal moral beliefs 

and values. Thus, these definitions indicate that ethical consumption is viewed from 

conception to consumption.  

 

2.3.1.2 Ethical conscious consumption in emerging markets  

The majority of ethical consumption studies are found using a Global North context and 

limited studies are based on context within the Global South (McMahon, 2016). There has 

been a steady increase in consumers who value and support fashion brands who implements 

sustainability into their supply chain (Khandual & Pradhan, 2019). South African fashion 

retail brands such as Woolworths and Mr Price have partnered with the Ethical Trade 

Initiative and the Better Cotton Initiative in order to promote responsible supply chains 

within their respective business (Woolworths Sustainability Report, 2019; Mr Price Group 

Sustainability Report, 2019). Research conducted by the Belgian Development Agency 

(2013) found that South African consumers view the Proudly South African initiative as the 

most significant ethical movement that positively contributes to sustainability. The Proudly 

South African movement is a labelling initiative that promotes the economy and employment 

growth by encouraging consumers to purchase local products (Hughes, McEwan & Bek, 

2015).  
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Furthermore, a study by Ariztía, Kleine, das Graças, Brightwell, Agloni, Afonso & Bartholo 

(2014), found that ethical consumers in Chile and Brazil have different paths of ethical 

consumption found within their respective demographic locations. Ethical consumption in 

Chile is driven by NGO’s, private sector and government with a strong focus on its relation to 

corporate social responsibility (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2008). When viewing ethical 

consumption in Brazil, this type of consumption has become significantly important within 

the NGO, corporate and public sector. Brazil has played a more active role in driving ethical 

consumption by making it part of its public policy (Ariztía et al.,2014). This indicates that the 

implementation of ethical consumption is an important practice in Brazil. This signifies as an 

encouragement for the South African government to learn and adapt some of Brazil’s 

important ethical practices in order to drive ethical consumption amongst its residents. Thus, 

highlighting the importance of gaining a better understanding of conscious consumption 

within the South African marketplace.  

2.3.1.3 Social Conscious Consumer 

Several definitions of the social conscious consumer (SCC) have been proposed. This term 

was introduced by Anderson and Cunningham (1972) defining SCC as consumers that make 

purchases which benefits society. This explanation was derived from the social conscious 

construct which measured consumers’ concerns towards social and environmental issues 

(Berkowitz & Daniels,1964). A study by Brooker (1976), adds to this definition by 

suggesting that the actions of social conscious consumers lead to improving the quality of life 

in society. This consumer group believes that their actions can have a positive impact on 

solving problematic environmental and social issues and thus engage in behaviours that 

consider the greater good of society and the environment at their core (Ladhari & Tchetgna, 

2017). Research conducted by Nielsen (2012) found SCC to be consumers who are willing to 

pay extra for a product that is ethically produced. A more recent body of work described SCC 

to display behaviours where consumers act upon their concern for the environment 

(purchasing products made from recycled content), health (buying organic food) and social 

issues (supporting companies that gives back to communities) (Ladhari & Tchetgna, 2017).  

 

2.3.1.4 Social conscious consumption in emerging markets  

Studies relating to social conscious consumption have predominantly taken place within the 

North American and European regions. Overall, these studies account for 90% of the 
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literature on this topic (Cotte, Richard & Trudel, 2007). In 2012, a study focused on socially 

conscious consumers was conducted at a global level to include all continents except for 

Australia (Nielsen Report, 2012). This study defined social conscious consumers as having a 

definitive shopping behaviour which showed a willingness to pay extra for products and 

services from companies who gave back to communities (Nielsen Report, 2012). Findings 

indicated that consumers within emerging countries within Latin America, Asia and Africa 

were willing to pay more for a product that was produced ethically. The largest social 

conscious group was found in Phillipines where 68% of the respondents said they were 

willing to pay extra for a product by a company who gives back to the community. One of the 

interesting findings were that social conscious consumers rated environmental sustainability 

as the top cause by consumers within Latin America and Asia as opposed to Africa where the 

social issue of eradicating hunger was rated the top cause (Nielsen Report, 2012). 

2.3.2 Pillar two: Environmental Sustainability (Planet)  

Over the past decade there has been a significant focus on consumer consumption and its 

relation to the environment (Chen & Chai, 2010). Environmental issues such as pollution, 

global warming and the depletion of natural resources has had detrimental effects on the 

ecosystem therefore motivating consumers to adopt pro-environmental behaviour 

(Griskevicius, Tybur & Van den Bergh, 2010). As a result, environmentally friendly products 

are produced allowing consumers to make responsible purchasing choices when shopping 

(Veleva & Ellenbecker, 2001). This type of responsible consumption is referred to as green 

consumption and is practiced when consumers take the environmental impact of their 

purchases into consideration (Moisander, 2007). Furthermore, green consumption is 

predetermined by green purchase behaviour which is considered as a type of socially 

responsible behaviour (Moisander, 2007). When making purchasing decisions 

environmentally conscious consumers hope to bring about social change as they intend to 

contribute to making the world a more sustainable place to live in (Shamdasani, Chon-Lin & 

Richmond, 1993).  

The term environmentally conscious consumer behaviour (ECCB) encompasses the attitudes 

and beliefs of green consumers’ towards environmentally friendly products (Leonidou, 

Leonidou & Kvasova, 2011). This consumer type adopts recycling habits, buys products that 

use less packaging and make environmentally conscious choices (Roberts & Bacon, 1997). 

The benefits derived from practicing this behaviour are often seen in the future as opposed to 
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the present and may have a significant impact on the environment as it promotes a healthy 

and conscious way of living (McCarty & Shrum, 2001).  

Interestingly, a study conducted by Kirmani & Khan (2016), found that religiosity also 

positively influences green behaviour as it impacts the collectivism values of consumers 

(Kirmani & Khan, 2016). This finding can be associated with prosocial behaviour shown by 

environmentally conscious consumers.  

A recent article published by Bakhtiari (2020), supports the above finding as he mentions a 

strong movement from individualistic to collective behaviour. The main reason behind this 

movement is due to the current COVID-19 health pandemic where individuals are becoming 

more community focused (Bakhtiari, 2020; Charm, 2020). In addition, for the first time in 

history, climate change was highlighted as the top global risk at the 2020 World Economic 

Forum (Aljazeera.com). Given that both the COVID-19 pandemic and climate change are key 

global risks suggests that is important to further understand the environmentally conscious 

consumer.  

2.3.2.1 Environmentally conscious consumer in emerging markets  

A few studies within emerging marketing have found a gap between concern and behaviour 

(Manaktola & Jauhari, 2007; Anderson, Romani, Phillips, Wentzel, & Tlabela, 2007; 

Kennedy, Beckley, McFarlane & Nadeau, 2009; Albayrak, Caber, Herstein & Moutinho, 

2011). A study conducted in Turkey found that consumers are sceptical of the companies 

claims of being green therefore there is a disparity between environmental concern and pro-

environmental behaviour (Albayrak, Caber, Herstein & Moutinho, 2011). Studies in India 

found that consumers were environmentally aware but not willing to pay a premium price for 

green products (Manaktola & Jauhari, 2007). A recent body of work found that four out of 

five Indians were aware of the impact of their actions on climate change and expressed an 

interest to change behaviour however very few displayed actual behaviours (Ghosh, 2020). In 

South Africa, a few studies have been conducted on studying environmental perceptions, 

awareness, and behaviour (Anderson, Romani, Phillips, Wentzel, & Tlabela, 2007; Kennedy, 

Beckley, McFarlane & Nadeau, 2009; McMahon, 2016). These studies found that South 

Africans value the environment however there are more important social issues that take 

precedence over their concern for the environment such as financial security and safety 

(Kennedy, Beckley & McFarlane & Nadeau, 2009).  
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2.3.3 Pillar three: Economic Sustainability (Profit)  

The economic aspect of sustainability is also referred to as the profit dimension (Balderjahna, 

Peyera, Seegebarthb, Wiedmannc & Weberd, 2018). In recent years, companies have been 

viewed as a major contributor to social, environmental, and economic problems as their 

business approach is focused on short term financial success as opposed to long term 

financial success (Porter & Kramer, 2011). This limited way of thinking excludes aspects that 

may influence their customers’ needs in the long run (Porter & Kramer, 2011). These aspects 

include and not limited to customer wellbeing, limited natural resources and economic 

conditions that negatively affect their supply chain and ultimately customer spend (Porter & 

Kramer, 2011). Consequently, giving rise to the notion of shared value (Porter & Kramer, 

2011).  

The principle of ‘Shared Value’ has been introduced by Porter and Kramer (2011), whereby 

economic value is created by addressing society needs and challenges. Thus, the new purpose 

for a company should be about creating meaningful impact and not limited to profit 

generation. Porter and Kramer (2011) argues that creating shared value leads to innovation 

and boosts productivity within the global economy. Prior to the work of Porter and Kramer, 

the concept of shared value was introduced in the 1980s within the definition of corporate 

culture (Schein, 1985; Chatman & Cha, 2003). Historically, shared value was defined as a 

clearly articulated organisational values that make a significant difference in the lives of 

employees, as well as in their organisation’s performance (Schein, 1985). Past studies have 

discussed the integration of society into economic value creation activities that can be found 

in practices of corporate social responsibility (CSR) (Garriga & Melé 2004; Lamberti & 

Lettieri 2009). However, these studies lacked the practical application of the concept as it was 

limited to measuring aspects that enhance the company’s brand reputation (Schmitt & 

Renken, 2012).  

2.3.3.1 Shared value in emerging markets 

There is a growing body of literature that recognises the importance of the creation of shared 

value in emerging markets; Brazil (Porter & Kramer, 2011; Spitzeck & Chapman, 2012; 

Schneider, 2016), China (Porter & Kramer, 2011; Marquis, Yang, & School, 2014) and South 

Africa (Porter & Kramer, 2011; Camilleri, 2016). The ability to create value applies equally 

to both developed and developing countries however the opportunities and outcomes may 

differ (Porter & Kramer, 2011).  This is due to greater opportunities will arise from 
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impoverished communities within developing countries as their societal needs are more 

crucial as opposed to communities within developed countries (Porter & Kramer, 2011).  

Over the past decade, Chinese companies have placed a focus on developing shared value 

strategies within their respective businesses. One of the main driving forces behind this focus 

are the Chinese youth as they are environmentally and socially conscious and thus place 

pressure on Chinese brands to operate responsibly (Marquis, Yang, & School, 2014). An 

example of a successful shared value practice in China, was implemented by Cisco where 

they rebuilt a disaster hit area within the Sihuan region so that this area can become 

connected and therefore creating a new consumer target market for Cisco’s products 

(Marquis, Yang, & School, 2014). Similarly, Coca Cola is a leading brand in Brazil and 

needed to find a way to strengthen their brand presence within low-income communities. 

Coca Cola then applied a shared value strategy by implementing an eight-week training 

programme to empower unemployed youth living within the Brazilian low-income 

communities in order to help them find new economic opportunities (Schneider, 2016). 

Another example of implementing a shared value approach within an emerging market is 

practiced by The Foschini Group (TFG). This fashion retail company needed to increase their 

competitiveness within the South African fashion retail market by focusing their efforts on 

producing clothing locally so that their consumer base has quick access to the latest fashion 

attire (TFG Sustainability Report, 2020).  The company’s shared value strategy took form of 

investing in the Caledon area within the Western Cape by building a clothing factory which 

currently employs over 1 300 previously unemployed residents. Furthermore, they invested in 

the local Caledon schools to ensure that their basic needs of access to food, water and 

clothing are met (TFG Sustainability Report, 2020).  

In conclusion, this section discussed the pillars of sustainability and conscious consumption 

separately and therefore presents a research opportunity to study an integrated view of 

conscious consumption using the triple bottom line framework (de Carvalho et al., 2015).  

This research opportunity will take form of introducing the consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness construct in the next section and is key to unlocking the purpose of this study.  
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2.4 Conscious Consumption Evolution  

2.4.1 Consumers’ sustainability consciousness  

In 2015, de Carvalho, Salgueiro & Rita successfully developed the consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness construct to gain a better understanding of what drives the conscious 

consumption of sustainable products and services by integrating the three pillars of 

sustainability (people, planet and profit). The previous section highlighted how that the 

concept of conscious consumption has often been studied independently as three distinct 

categories: ethical, social and environmental conscious consumption. Therefore, the 

development of the consumers’ sustainability consciousness construct fills a gap in the 

current literature on conscious consumption. These dimensions will be defined in the 

following section. The table below summarises the types of conscious consumption 

behaviour that have discussed in this body of work.   

 

Pillars of Sustainability 

and Conscious 

Consumption 

Definition Authors 

1. People     

1.1 Conscious 

consumption 

Consumer behaviour applied when 

making conscious decisions about 

the consumption of sustainable 

products 

Balderjahna, Peyera, 

Seegebarthb, 

Wiedmannc & Weberd 

(2018) 

1.1.2 Ethical conscious 

consumption 

Ethical consumption is practiced 

when conscious and deliberate 

decisions are made to consumption 

choices due to personal moral 

beliefs and values.  

Crane and Matten 

(2004)  

1.1.3 Social conscious 

consumption  

Consumers act upon their concern 

for the environment (purchasing 

products made from recycled 

content), health (buying organic 

food) and social issues (supporting 

Ladhari & Tchetgna, 

(2017)  
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companies that gives back to 

communities)  

      

2. Planet     

Environmental conscious 

consumption  

This consumer type adopts 

recycling habits, buys products that 

uses less packaging and make 

environmentally conscious choices   

Roberts & Bacon (1997) 

      

 

3. Profit 

    

Shared Value  The creation of economic value is 

generated by addressing society 

needs and challenges. Shared value 

is a business practice and not a type 

of consumer behaviour. 

Porter and Kramer 

(2011)  

      

Conscious consumption 

integrating the three 

pillars of sustainability  

    

Consumers’ 

Sustainability 

Consciousness 

New construct developed to gain a 

better understanding of what drives 

the conscious consumption of 

sustainable products and services by 

integrating the three pillars of 

sustainability (people, planet and 

profit).  

de Carvalho, Salgueiro 

& Rita (2015) 

 

Table 1: Pillars of Sustainability and Conscious Consumption 
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The study by (de Carvalho et al.,2015) highlights that there are five main dimensions of that 

influences the consumers’ sustainability consciousness: sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario. 

2.4.1.1 Sense of retribution 

This term collectively describes when the consumer displays a combination of ethical, social 

and environmental conscious behaviour as they act responsibly when make purchases (de 

Carvalho et al.,2015). Sense of retribution is similar to the body of work previously studied 

on conscious consumption as it highlights how the consumer displays ethical, social and 

environmental conscious behaviour. When purchasing products, consumers consider their 

environmental impact thus are willing to pay more or seek alternatives (Griskevicius, Tybur 

& Van den Bergh, 2010). At the time of purchase, the consumer faces an ethical dilemma 

which determines whether they will purchase or not. Thus, ethical conscious consumption 

plays an important role at this point as the consumer would then favour products that do not 

harm humans, animals or the environment (Huh, 2011). The role of community organisations 

and governments also play an essential role in promoting conscious consumption by driving 

the education of sustainable/ethical practices (Ariztía, Kleine, Brightwell, Agloni, Afonso & 

Bartholo, 2014).  

In addition, de Carvalho et al., (2015) found that there are three types of responses that drive 

consumers to act responsibly: denial, consumer participation by taking responsibility of their 

actions and having a feeling of ‘connectedness’. A strong connection can be drawn with these 

responses and the current consumer COVID-19 behaviour. In the current pandemic, 

consumers are acting more socially responsible by wearing masks, washing hands more 

regularly and applying social distance (Bakhtiari, 2020). Furthermore, consumers are feeling 

more connected to one another as everyone is experiencing the same pandemic on a global 

level (Charm, 2020).  

2.4.1.2 Access to information  

Social media has made the search for information on products and services easier 

(Voramontri & Klieb, 2019). Social media networking sites like Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram plays a substantial role in influencing consumer behaviour (Gillin, 2007). The 

power of social media has enabled consumers to connect and discuss brands with one another 

instantaneously (Powers, Advincula, Austin, Graiko & Snyder, 2012). These discussions 
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have therefore changed the way consumers search for product information as they trust the 

opinions of their peers over brand content (Smith, 2009; Mangold & Faulds, 2009). 

Consequently, social media directly affects consumer buying behaviour (Lueg, Ponder, 

Beatty & Capella, 2006; Sheikh, Islam, Rana, Hameed & Saeed, 2017). Therefore, the surge 

of technological innovations and advancement of communication technologies have 

substantially contributed to the development of consumers’ sustainable consciousness (de 

Carvalho et al. 2015).   

Sustainable product certifications are also another medium for consumers to acquire 

information that influence their purchasing behaviour (de Carvalho et al. 2015). Ethically 

conscious consumers prefer to consume goods that are made using responsible practices such 

as environmentally friendly products and locally produced products (Ladhari & Tchetgna, 

2017). Certifications have therefore made it easier for consumers to find out about the 

sustainable practices of the product that they are interested in purchasing by providing 

symbols that indicates that the product was made responsibly (de Carvalho et al. 2015). 

2.4.1.3 Labelling and peer pressure  

Conscious consumers seek product information from their peers as the first point of call and 

thereafter gathers more information about the product when reading the product’s label. 

Product labelling increases consumer trust as transparency of information is important to 

conscious consumers (de Carvalho et al. 2015).   

According to the global eco-labelling network, eco-labels are defined as a symbol which 

identifies products/services which have been produced in an environmentally friendly manner 

based on its life cycle process (Global Eco-labelling Network, 2011). Eco-labels are used to 

attract the consumers’ attention and inform them of its environmentally friendly attributes 

(Rashid, 2009). In order for these labels to be effective, they have to be credible, meaningful 

and well recognised by the consumer (D’Souza, Lamb & Taghian, 2006). The recognition of 

these labels often takes form of an environmental symbol or environmental body such as 

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Fairtrade (Roe, Teisl, Rong & Levy, 2001).  

In 2019, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and a few South African retailers such as 

The Foschini Group, Woolworths and Pick n Pay united to develop on pack recycling labels, 

which indicates whether the packaging can or cannot be recycled. The purpose of this 

collaboration was to increase the recycling rates within South African by clearly indicating its 
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recycling properties across all products sold by the retailers (WWF, 2019). Examples of these 

labels either contain an environmentally friendly logo such as a recycling logo or a 

sustainable certification such as Fairtrade (Morris, Hastak & Mazis, 1995).  

2.4.1.4 Health  

Consumers concerned with environmental sustainability and making improvements to their 

quality of life are experiencing social and environmental changes within their lifestyles (de 

Carvalho et al., 2015). Consumers are becoming more conscious of their wellbeing thus 

playing a more active role in maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Being health-conscious plays a 

motivational role as it encourages consumers to enhance or sustain their physical wellbeing 

allowing them to prevent health related issues (Jayanti & Burns, 1998; Michaelidou & 

Hassan, 2008). They therefore carefully choose well balanced meals in order to maintain a 

healthy lifestyle ultimately preventing them from health-related issues (de Carvalho et al., 

2015).  

The food and nutrition industry are constantly evolving to meet consumer needs and 

demands. The three main key developments within the food and nutrition industry are 

consumer segmentation, mindful consumption, and plant-based eating (Bagul, Koerten & 

Rees, 2020). Consumer segmentation has always been an important part of any industry, 

however within the food and nutrition industry, consumers lifestyles are continuously 

evolving. These changes include eating with a sensory experience, convenience eating and 

food innovations that support their respective life stage (Bagul et al., 2020). Mindful 

consumption is associated with conscious consumption as consumers are becoming more 

aware of what they eat (Lim, 2017; Sheth, Sethia, & Srinivas, 2011). As a result, mindful 

consumers tend to choose more natural food and less processed food. In addition, these 

consumers have placed high importance on food labels ensuring that product ingredients are 

free from unhealthy substances (Bagul et al., 2020). Lastly, plant-based eating is derived 

from being environmentally conscious due to the increase in global meat consumption and its 

impact on the environment (Bagul et al., 2020). 

2.4.1.5 Crisis scenario  

Socio-economic crisis directly impacts purchasing decisions (de Carvalho et al., 2015). A 

current and relevant example would be the COVID-19 global health pandemic. This global 

pandemic is not a normal crisis as many countries underwent and still undergoing full and 
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partial lockdown (Mehta, Saxena & Purohit, 2020). Public health measures and lockdown 

have a direct impact on the way the economy operates resulting in economic instabilities 

(Charm, Grimmelt, Ortega, Robinson, Sexauer, Staack, Whitehead & Yamakawa, 2020). 

Furthermore, the effects of the economic instabilities have directly affected consumer buying 

behaviour (Mehta, Saxena & Purohit, 2020). Consequently, many consumers swopped from 

their preferred brand to a different brand during the crisis (Charm, 2020). The pandemic has 

accelerated the three main consumer trends; increased focus on health, rise in conscious 

consumption and growth in love for local products (Charm, et al., 2020). Coincidentally, 

these trends perfectly fit with the above-mentioned dimensions of consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness.  

The concept of buying local was also found to have a direct influence on purchasing products 

(de Carvalho et al., 2015). In addition, this study found that consumers considered buying 

local as one of the main conditions for a product to be sustainable due to it positively 

contributing to solving economic crises. These results are similar to those reported by Belgian 

Development Agency (2013) and Hughes, et al. (2015), where South African consumers 

support the proudly South African initiative as they believe that buying local is strongly 

associated with sustainability in the country.  

2.5 Sustainable Purchase Intention  

Several studies have examined the relationship between the awareness and purchasing of 

socially responsible products (Tanner & Kast, 2003; Kozar & Hiller Connell, 2013). A study 

by Niinimäki (2010), found that a consumer is more likely to purchase socially responsible 

products if it matched their personal values. Hence, if the product was made in an ethical 

environment such as using fair labour practices and the consumer becomes aware of this fact, 

this impacts their attitude towards the company selling the product and as a result leads to an 

increase intention to buy the product (Dickson, 1999). A later study by Leary, Vann, 

Mittelstaedt, Murphy & Sherry (2014) supported this finding as they found that sustainable 

apparel purchases were made by consumers with a strong set of values and ethics. 

Furthermore, there is a gap between consumers’ attitude and behaviour within the fashion 

retail market hence highlighting the importance of understanding and applying the 

sustainable purchase intention construct (Lee, Choia, Hanb, Kima, Koc & Kimd, 2019). 
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In 2015, a study by de Carvalho et al., took a progressive approach by conducting a study to 

further understand which dimensions of consumer consumption impacts their sustainable 

purchase intentions. Furthermore, viewing these sustainable purchase intentions within in the 

context of the triple bottom line (de Carvalho et al., 2015). This study took form of 

developing a new construct referred to as ‘consumers’ perception on sustainable purchase 

intention’ and it was developed by measuring two dimensions, trust and accessibility.  

2.5.1 Trust  

The first dimension of sustainable purchase intention relates to the consumers’ belief to know 

and gain product assurance by developing trust towards the product. This is developed by a 

consumers’ level of understanding of product labels and their past experiences with the 

product (de Carvalho et al., 2015). Consumers may not always have access to reliable product 

information thus a degree of uncertainty arises when a lack of trust towards the product exists 

(Testa, Iraldo, Vaccari, & Ferrari, 2015; Thøgersen, Haugaard, & Olesen, 2010). Therefore, 

the role of third-party sustainability labels serves as a guidance to consumers in providing 

transparent and reliable information encouraging the consumer to make sustainable 

purchasing decisions (D’Souza, Lamb & Taghian, 2006). An example of third-party 

sustainability labels such as the Better Cotton Initiative becomes increasingly important to 

reduce the level of uncertainty amongst consumers (Thøgersen et al., 2010).  

Another form of product belief occurs when consumers tend to place confidence in retailers 

that have a good reputation for practicing ethical standards in their supply chain (Castaldo, 

Perrini, Misani & Tencati, 2009). Research findings de Carvalho et al. (2015) showed that as 

the offering of sustainable product increases within the marketplace, the more the regular 

consumer will have a need to increase their trust towards these offerings.  

2.5.2 Accessibility  

The second dimension of sustainable purchase intention relates to accessibility. The concept 

of accessibility refers to in-store product availability, the prevalence of lower priced goods as 

well as proximity of these products to one’s home (de Carvalho et al., 2015). Similarly, a 

study conducted by Vermeir & Verbeke (2004), found that price and product availability 

were also barriers for sustainable consumption. Price was found to be the most important 

barrier to the consumers’ perception of sustainable products as these products appear to be 
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more expensive and thus affected the consumers’ intention to purchase (De Pelsmacker, 

Driesen & Rayp, 2003). Consumers perceive that the price of sustainable products cannot be 

compared to conventional products (Rausch & Kopplin, 2020). This popular perception is a 

fact within the clothing retail industry as sustainable fashion is more expensive than 

conventional clothing (Connell, 2010; Rausch & Kopplin, 2020).  

The availability of sustainable products also acts as a barrier to sustainable consumption due 

to the lack of consumer demand for these products, their limited product availability and 

presence in shops (Dickson, 2001; Vannoppen, Verbeke & Van Huylenbroeck, 2002). 

Furthermore, the sale of ethical products is not adequately promoted thus the consumer is not 

always aware of the product’s availability in-store (De Pelsmacker, Driesen & Rayp, 2003). 

Consequently, if the consumer trusts the product however is not available at their local shop 

or it is too expensive, no purchase intention will exist. The same accessibility principles for 

conventional products apply to sustainable product offerings and the intention to purchase 

them (de Carvalho et al., 2015). Interestingly, there has been an increase in specialised stores 

that offer sustainable products and an interest in non-retail stores such as Yoga studios to sell 

sustainable offerings to the conscious consumer (de Carvalho et al., 2015).  

The concept of sustainability and adopting sustainable business practices have become an 

important global issue (Jaiswal & Kant 2018; Saeed, Farooq & Kersten 2019). However, the 

adoption of sustainable practices and product offerings are more common in European 

countries (KPMG, 2015) than in developing countries (Altarawneh 2013; Butt 2017; 

Mohiuddin, Al Mamun, Syed, Masud & Su, 2018). Furthermore, literature regarding 

sustainable purchase behaviour in developing countries are scarce (Jaiswal & Kant 2018; 

Joshi & Rahman 2015). Thus, this presents an opportunity to explore sustainable purchase 

intention and the dimension of trust and access within a developing country.  

2.6 Examining Generation Z 

2.6.1 Definition    

The Generation Z cohort is born after Millennials and often referred to as Gen Z, Post-

Millennials, Gen Wii, NextGen or True Gen (Raphelson, 2014; Turner, 2015; Francis & 

Hoefel, 2018). Going forward the literature will use the term Gen Z. Some demographers 

suggest that they were born from early 1990s to until 2000 (Addor, 2011; Iorgulescu, 2016; 
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Seemiller & Grace, 2017) whereas some studies suggest that they are born from 1997 until 

around 2010 (Ernest & Young, 2015; Cheung, 2017). However, for the purposes of this 

study, the latter definition will be used.  

2.6.2 Characteristics  

Nearly a third of Gen Z were born surrounded by technology thus being digitally connected is 

a standard practice for this segment (Kebritchi & Sharifi, 2016; Paakkari, 2016; Turner, 

2015). As a result, Gen Z is known to be technologically savvy and innovative (Paakkari, 

2016). According to a study conducted by Kirk, Hennigan & Steinauer (2020), Gen Z spends 

approximately fifty hours per week on social media as it makes them feel motivated and 

empowered as they able to make real connections. Conversely, findings from Kaspersky Lab 

2018 report, revealed that this cohort is known to be the most anxious generation as they have 

a constant desire to be perfect when posting on their social media channels (Parker, 2018). 

An interesting study found that seven out of ten Gen Z adults, those aged 18 to 24, reduced 

their online presence during the COVID-19 pandemic due to concerns over their mental 

wellbeing (Stieg, 2020; Daniel, 2020).  

Furthermore, Gen Z embodies the following behavioural traits: individualism, avoidance of 

labels, willingness to get involved in community driven and cause related projects with the 

intention to improve the world (Francis & Hoefel, 2018). They also have a higher emotional 

connection to social issues specifically around the environmental and social justice as they 

believe they able bring about changes that will create a better future (Admirand, 2018).  

It is important to note there are three age categories within Gen Z: tween (10-12 years), teens 

(13-17 years) and adults (18-24 years). Thus, it is essential for companies to keep this in mind 

when marketing to Gen Z (Schiffman & Wisenblit, 2015). The younger age group tend to be 

more loyal to brands and the older group tends to be a bit more sceptical (Schiffman & 

Wisenblit 2015).  

2.6.3 Consumer behaviour  

Gen Z is the largest and fastest growing consumer group, constituting 40% of Europe, US 

and BRIC countries and therefore it is important to study their consumer behaviour (Fitch, 

2016; Weinswig, 2016). Their behaviour is different to the previous generations as they have 

experienced several significant political, social and economic encounters including times of 
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recession, highest levels of unemployment and war in their brief lifetime (Ernst and Young, 

2015). In addition, this consumer segment is also currently experiencing the COVID-19 

global pandemic. This cohort portrays an activist nature as they aim to solve world problems 

and also put immense pressure on their household, social media networks and brands to drive 

actual change (Nielsen, 2019). Gen Z consumers make purchasing decisions based on their 

values grounded by their personal, social and environmental principles.  

The Gen Z group were introduced to a healthy lifestyle from an early age and therefore they 

are more knowledgeable on sustainable living than previous generations. Living a sustainable 

lifestyle is important to this group as they can make socially and environmentally responsible 

decisions (Su, Tsai, Chen & Qing, 2019). Their concern for the environment makes them 

more inclined to buy upcycled products and give sustainable gifts. A large majority of Gen Z 

prefer to buy from sustainable brands and expect retailers and brands to become sustainable 

(Pillay, 2020). 

This cohort uses social media to consult with their friends and families before making 

purchase decisions (Francis & Hoefel, 2018). Furthermore, they value interaction and 

engagement and place significance on building relationships with others including brands 

(Pillay, 2020). Their consumption choices are based on ethics, and they consequently expect 

brands to have a purpose by supporting causes relevant to the brand (Francis & Hoefel, 

2018). They have a strong value base and an appreciation for authenticity which allows them 

to be open minded (Francis & Hoefel, 2018; Pillay, 2020). The above section on consumer 

behaviour for Gen Z includes findings from both developed and emerging markets and it can 

be concluded that the behaviour for this cohort is found to be similar.  

2.6.4 Gen Z and sustainable fashion  

A research study conducted by Ernest & Young (2015) indicates that 62% of Gen Z 

consumers prefer to buy from sustainable brands. Furthermore, sustainable fashion is 

practiced by the Gen Z consumer segment as they buy upcycled products such as products 

made from previously discarded material, purchase second-hand clothing, and participate in 

clothing swapping (Carufel, 2020). Research performed by Global Web Index (2020) found 

that 69% of Gen Z respondents said they either rented or wanted to rent products instead of 

purchasing them and 78% of Gen Z consumers purchased or wanted to purchase pre-owned, 

repaired or renewed products.  
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Young consumers in Brazil, China and India were found to express a higher interest in 

purchasing sustainable clothing and actively look for information on the sustainable product 

attributes before they purchase (Gassler, Meyer-Höfer, Spiller & Achim, 2016). Gen Z 

consumers in the Brazilian fashion retail market play a strong role in driving sustainable 

practices (Common objective, 2018). Similarly, in China, young consumers under the age of 

twenty is driving the sustainable consumption agenda (Aroche, 2016). This generation of 

young advocates demand that fashion brands implement ethical sourcing standards within 

their business operations and provide proof for these practices (Aroche, 2016). 

According to a recent study conducted by Deloitte (2021) found that the South African Gen Z 

cohort believes that caring for the environment remains a top priority. They believe that both 

themselves and brands should be held accountable to bring about a more sustainable world to 

live in. Furthermore, South African Gen Z consumers prefer to buy from sustainable brands 

and expect brands to become sustainable (Pillay, 2020). Their consumption choices are based 

on ethics and therefore expect brands to be purposeful by supporting social and 

environmental causes (Francis & Hoefel, 2018). Consequently, this consumer segment 

supports sustainable fashion by buying pre-loved apparel which is also known as slow 

fashion as secondhand items promotes a longer clothing lifespan (van Niekerk, 2021)  

There have been several studies that focus on behavioural traits of the Gen Z within the South 

African market however limited research have been conducted on the sustainable fashion 

practices of the Gen Z consumer segment. This highlights the opportunity to fill the gap in 

the literature by providing insight on the sustainable consumption amongst the Gen Z market.  

2.7 Chapter Summary  

This chapter provided a review of previous research studies related to the research topic at 

hand and was divided into five main sections. The first section provided a definition of 

sustainability and established its importance within the fashion retail industry. Thereafter, the 

connection between the pillars of sustainability and conscious consumption was established. 

This then led to the introduction of the new constructs: consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness and sustainable purchase intention. Lastly, the literature discussed Gen Z and 

the influence that sustainability has on this cohorts’ consumer behaviour.  
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Chapter Three: Conceptual Model and Hypotheses Development  

3.1 Introduction 

A conceptual framework shows the relationship between concepts and their impact on the 

research topic being investigated (Ngulube & Mathipa, 2015). The framework is derived 

from constructs in order to provide a better understanding of the research topic at hand 

(Ngulube & Mathipa, 2015). The conceptual framework is best depicted with the use of a 

diagram as it visually shows the relationship between constructs (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

This depiction is commonly referred to as concept maps or concept modelling (Ngulube & 

Mathipa, 2015). This study will use the depiction in form of a conceptual model which will 

illustrate the relationship between the constructs and the proposed research topic.  

3.2 Theoretical Grounding  

For the purpose of this study, the following theoretical framework is employed. 

3.2.1 Theory Reasoned Action  

Theory Reasoned Action (TRA) was developed to assess cognitive processes that assists in 

understanding consumer behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Paul, Modi, & Patel, 2015).  

TRA suggests that a consumers’ set of beliefs affects their attitude which then influences 

their intention to engage in behaviour, which in turn impacts their actual behaviour (Weiner, 

2019). These beliefs then guide the consumer to perform or not perform the respective 

behaviour (Chuchu, 2015; Weiner, 2019). When a consumer develops a positive attitude 

towards the behaviour, the consumer then believes that performing the behaviour will result 

in an advantageous outcome (Weiner, 2019). Conversely, when a consumer develops a 

negative attitude towards the behaviour, the consumer then believes that performing the 

behaviour will result in an undesirable outcome (Weiner, 2019). Therefore, the more 

favourable the attitude is, the stronger the intention will become (Weiner, 2019). 

In this study, TRA can be used to assess a consumer’s sustainable purchase intention.  

Consumers more likely to purchase socially responsible products if it matched their personal 

values (Kirmani & Khan, 2016). Hence, if the product was made in an ethical environment 

such as using fair labour practices and the consumer becomes aware of this fact, this impacts 

their attitude towards the company selling the product and as a result lead to an increase 
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intention to buy the product (Kirmani & Khan, 2016). Furthermore, recent research shows 

that sustainable apparel purchases were made by consumers with a strong set of values and 

ethics (Khandual & Pradhan, 2019; Lee, Choia, Hanb, Kima, Koc & Kimd, 2019). One of the 

main limitations of TRA is that the model doesn’t account for dealing with behaviours where 

people have incomplete voluntary control (Ajzen, 1991). Consequently, the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (TPB) was developed to aid this limitation (Chuchu, 2015).  

3.2.2 Theory of Planned Behaviour 

The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is a philosophy used to predict human behaviour 

(Prapavessis, Gaston & DeJesus, 2015). TPB has been derived from the Theory of Reasoned 

Action (TRA) as it allows a greater focus in examining the influence of social determinants 

on behaviour (Anvar & Venter, 2014). Many researchers believe that the TPB model can 

explain consumers’ sustainable consumption behavioural intentions (Kumar, 2012, Weimer, 

2013; Mfon & Etom, 2019). Therefore, TPB has been used in this study for examining impact 

of consumers’ sustainability consciousness on sustainable purchase intention. The theory of 

planned behaviour provides this study with a complete framework for exploring the factors 

which influence consumers’ sustainability consciousness such as sense of retribution, access 

to information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario (de Carvalho et 

al.,2015). Simultaneously, the same can be applied in systematically understanding the 

impact of consumers’ sustainability consciousness on sustainable purchasing intentions.  

3.3 Conceptual Model 

The conceptual model has been derived from the CSC construct developed by de Carvalho et 

al., (2015). This model has been chosen as it examines five dimensions that triggers 

sustainable consumption which has a direct and indirect impact on sustainable purchasing 

intentions. In addition, past studies have investigated these factors in isolation thus this model 

was chosen as it provides an integrated view of conscious sustainable consumption using the 

lens of the three aspects of sustainability (de Carvalho et al., 2015). 
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The model is depicted as follows:  

 

Figure 3: Conceptual Model  

The original version of the consumers’ sustainability consciousness conceptual model can be 

found in Appendix A.  

3.4 Overview of Variables 

The proposed model illustrates the following relationships presented by the following two 

constructs:  

• Construct 1: The consumers’ sustainability consciousness is measured by using its 

dimensions; sense of retribution, access to information, labelling and peer pressure, 

health and crisis scenario.  

• Construct 2: Sustainable purchase intention - measured by two dimensions; trust and 

accessibility.  

The relationship between the constructs and dimensions can be divided into independent 

variables and dependent variables. 

3.4.1 Independent Variables 

The independent variables are identified as the dimensions that is assumed to have a direct 

effect on the dependent variable (McLeod, 2019). In this case the independent variables are 
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the following: sense of retribution, access to information, labelling and peer pressure, health, 

crisis scenario, trust and accessibility. 

3.4.2 Dependent Variables  

Conversely, the dependent variable is the variable being tested and measured in the study and 

is 'dependent' on the independent variable (McLeod, 2019). In this case the dependent 

variables are the consumers’ sustainability consciousness and sustainable purchase intention.  

3.5 Hypotheses Development  

In 2015, de Carvalho, Salgueiro & Rita successfully developed the consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness construct to gain a better understanding of what drives the conscious 

consumption of sustainable products and services by integrating the three pillars of 

sustainability (people, planet and profit). The study by de Carvalho et al (2015) highlights 

that there are five main dimensions that influences the consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness construct: sense of retribution, access to information, labelling and peer 

pressure, health and crisis scenario. 

Drawing from the above discussion, these dimensions are shown as H1a-H1e respectively on 

the conceptual model and as they make up the construct of CSC. Therefore, each dimension 

will be tested as part of CSC to form the following hypotheses.  

a. Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) and intention to 

purchase sustainably, as far as the trust dimension is concerned 

Producing product samples is the best way to introduce sustainable products to consumers 

who are looking to change their normal shopping behaviour to shop for sustainable product 

alternatives. This enables the consumer to interact with the product and thus labelling 

becomes essential in order for trust to be established (de Carvalho et al., 2015). Another form 

of establishing trust is when consumers seek feedback by going online and connecting with 

their peers. This form of trust is especially prevalent within the Gen Z consumer segment 

where seeking peer and family reviews is of utmost important (Accenture, 2017; Francis & 

Hoefel, 2018). Furthermore, there are many levels of forming trust ranging from 

understanding products labels, trusting retailers with a good reputation and third-party 
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environmental product credentials (Gilg, Barr & Ford, 2005; Castaldo, Perrini, Misani & 

Tencati, 2009).   

 As such, one can intuitively conclude the following hypothesis:  

H2: Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) has a positive influence 

on intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the trust dimension is concerned.  

b. Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) and intention to 

purchase sustainably, as far as the accessibility dimension is concerned 

Consumers carry perceptions that sustainable products are more expensive than regular 

products thus view sustainable products as inaccessible from a financial sense (De 

Pelsmacker, Driesen & Rayp, 2003). The demand for sustainable products is small relative to 

traditional product offerings and therefore has a direct impact on the production and 

distribution for them ultimately affecting their product availability. As a result, these products 

are not readily accessible (de Carvalho et al., 2015). Recently the advent of the conscious 

consumer has positively impacted the demand for sustainable products and thus there is been 

an uptake in specialised stores to cater for this offering (World Economic Forum, 2020; de 

Carvalho et al., 2015). Drawing from the above discussion and past evidence, it is posited 

that: 

H3: Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) has a positive influence 

on intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the accessibility dimension is concerned.  
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Table 2: Summary of hypotheses 

H/No.   Hypothesis Statement  Hypothesized 

Relationship 

H2 Consumer sustainability consciousness has a positive influence on 

intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the trust dimension is 

concerned 

CSC→TR (+) 

H3 Consumer sustainability consciousness has a positive influence on 

intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the accessibility dimension is 

concerned 

CSC→ACC (+) 

 

3.6 Chapter Summary  

This chapter introduced the theoretical grounding for this study where Theory Reasoned 

Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour was discussed. Thereafter the conceptual model for 

this research study was depicted highlighting both the independent and dependent variables. 

The first set of dependent variables were listed as the dimensions of Consumers’ 

Sustainability Consciousness including: sense of retribution, access to information, labelling 

and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario. The second set of dependent variables were 

listed as the dimensions of Sustainable Purchase Intention including: trust and accessibility. 

The independent variables were shown as the Consumers’ Sustainability Consciousness and 

the Sustainable Purchase Intention constructs respectively.  Lastly, there were two main 

proposed hypotheses that were developed with support from existing literature which was 

stated as H2: Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, 

access to information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) has a positive 

influence on intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the trust dimension is concerned. H3: 

Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) has a positive influence 

on intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the accessibility dimension is concerned. This 

chapter concluded with the table of the summary of the proposed hypotheses. The next 

chapter will then explain how these hypotheses will be assessed.  
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Chapter Four: Research Methodology  

4.1 Introduction 

The upcoming chapter will provide an overview of the research methodology, research 

design, data collection and data analysis section. Essentially, providing an outline as to how 

the data will be collected and analysed.  

4.2 Research Methodology  

The purpose of research is to discover answers to questions through the application of 

scientific procedures (Kothari, 2004). In order to solve the proposed research question, 

research methodology is used as a systematic way to describe and explain how the research 

study will unfold (Goundar, 2012).  

It is essential to select a suitable research methodology to ensure that valid and reliable 

results are achieved to directly address the research aims and objectives (Jansen & Warren, 

2020). The research methodology will answer the following questions:  

• What data to collect? 

• Who to collect it from? 

• What instruments will be utilised i.e. measurement items, source and measurement 

scale?  

• How to collect it i.e. which data collection methods will be used? 

• How to analyse it by selecting the appropriate data analysis methods?  

a. Research Paradigm  

A research paradigm is a basic belief system and theoretical framework that assists in the 

understanding of how problems should be understood and addressed (Rehman, 2016). There are 

three main approaches that are used when conducting educational research: Positivism, 

Interpretivism and Critical Theory (Patel, 2015; Rehman, 2016). These approaches are 

summarised in the following table (Patel, 2015; Rehman, 2016).  
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Positivism 

The Positivism paradigm is based on the belief that there is a single reality 

which can be measured and known. Hypotheses are put forward in a 

question form about the causal relation between phenomena. This paradigm 

is used when a quantitative study is conducted. 

Interpretivism  

The Interpretivism paradigm believes that truth and reality are created, not 

discovered. The reality is created by individuals within a group and 

therefore this paradigm is used when qualitative research studies are 

conducted.  

Critical Theory   

The Critical Theory paradigm believes that a reality exists however is 

influenced by cultural, political, ethnic, gender and religious factors which 

interact with each other to create a social system. This paradigm is used 

when open-ended surveys, open-ended observations and open-ended focus 

groups are conducted.  

Table 3: Types of Research Paradigms 

 

The aim of the research study is to uncover what the main drivers of conscious consumption 

are towards sustainable purchase intentions amongst Gen Z within the South African retail 

market. This study sets out to examine the research question by testing the proposed 

hypotheses that were introduced in Chapter three and therefore based on the objective of this 

study, the Positivism paradigm will be utilised.  

c. Research Approach  

This body of work aims to test specific hypotheses that will examine the relationships 

between the independent and dependent variables to gain a better understanding of the 

research topic at hand. Therefore, a conclusive descriptive research design will be used as this 

type of design aims to test the hypotheses mentioned in Chapter three (Malhotra, 2010). The 

research findings will then provide meaningful insights that will help fashion retail brands 

make informed decisions when implementing sustainable offerings to the Gen Z South 

African consumer market.   

There are three approaches to research: quantitative approach, qualitative approach, and a 

mixed approach where both quantitative and qualitative methods are used. A quantitative 

research approach is used when the study seeks to quantify the data and able to generalise the 

results from the proposed sample (Kothari, 2004; Malhotra, 2010). One of the main 
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advantages of using quantitative data is that the results are easily able to be interpreted and 

analysed (Goundar, 2012). A qualitative approach is used when the research is focused on 

attitudes, opinions and behaviours. In this case, research is conducted based on the 

researcher’s insights and impressions (Kothari, 2004). Thus, the nature of the data is based on 

non-numerical, descriptive words and reasoning (Goundar, 2012). The recent advances in 

market research technology have made it possible to combine both the quantitative and 

qualitative approach for the same study (Osbaldeston, 2018). One of the main reasons that 

these approaches are combined is that they deliver significant benefits, enabling the 

researcher to compare and contrast results and gain much deeper insights (Osbaldeston, 

2018).  

This research study will use a quantitative approach as it seeks to understand conscious 

consumption from a Gen Z sample that will be representative of the population. In addition, 

this method provides a broader understanding of the proposed study (Goundar, 2012).  

4.3 Research Design  

The following section will include the sample design, questionnaire design and data 

collection techniques.  

4.3.1 Sample design 

A sample design is a fundamental part of statistics as it provides a framework as to how the 

research sample will be selected (Lavrakas, 2008). Samples are collected to gain a better 

understanding of the given population (Wills, Roecker & D’Avello, 2020). Thus, the sample 

design process is essential as it aids the researcher to gain a better understanding of the 

research topic at hand by examining the sample (Kothari, 2004). The sampling design section 

will consist of target population, sampling frame, sample size and sampling method.  

• Target population, sample frame and sample size 

The target population in a research study is the entire set of units for which the survey data 

will be making inference from. Therefore, the target population defines the units that the 

study is meant to generalise (Lavrakas, 2008). 

According to United Nations (UN), the world population is made up of 3.6 billion people 

below the age of 30 years. In addition, 90.1% of the global population will be the under the 
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age of 30 years which is forecast to live in emerging and developing economies (Sharma & 

Joshi, 2019). Thus, it is important for companies who targets this age category to understand 

this cohort in order to provide suitable offering catered to this groups’ needs (Islam, Sheikh, 

Khan & Azam, 2018; Naderi & Van Steenburg, 2018).  

According to the 2019 mid-year population statistics published by Stats SA, the two largest 

age categories were children (aged 0-14) making up 28.8% and youth (aged 18–34) making 

up 35.5% of population. In total, young consumers making up 64.3% of the South African 

population. Thus, this consumer market is highly significant in terms of current and future 

consumer spend and important for brands to understand this market segment.  

Based on the above information, the target population will focus on Gen Z consumers. The 

element and sampling unit will be Gen Z consumers aged between 18-24 years old. The 

extent would cover South Africa within the 2020-time period. Based on similar studies 

conducted by de Carvalho et. al (2015), Cheung (2017) and Sharma & Josh (2019) the 

minimum sample size will need to comprise of 160 respondents.  

• Sample method  

There are two types of sampling techniques: non-probability and probability (Malhotra, 

2010). The non-probability sampling technique is used when the researcher decides on which 

elements to include in the sample (Malhotra, 2010).  This method is suitable to use when the 

population has similar traits, and the respondents are easy to access (Showkat, 2017). There 

are four main types of non-probability sampling techniques: convenience sampling, 

judgemental sampling, quota sampling and snowball sampling (Malhotra, 2010). Conversely, 

probability sampling is used when the sample is randomly selected and everyone in the 

population has an equal chance of being selected (Showkat, 2017). This technique is 

optimally applied when the population is diverse however finding respondents is not an easy 

process (Malhotra, 2010; Showkat, 2017). 

The non-probability sampling technique was employed for this study as the researcher used 

their personal judgement to decide on which elements to include in the sample. The non-

probability sampling technique took form of convenience sampling as the researcher chose 

the UCT student sample base as it was easily accessible, cost effective and least time-

consuming. It was therefore essential to choose a survey method that complements the 

respective sampling technique to ensure that optimal responses are received.  
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The main aim of a survey method is to obtain the information received from the respective 

respondents (Malhotra, 2010). The survey method is optimally utilised when a structured data 

collection method is applied, and the formal survey is prepared in advanced (Malhotra, 2010). 

The survey method used to compile the data took form of a quantitative online survey which 

was administered by a free online survey software tool available to the researcher, named 

Qualtrics. The online survey method has several advantages including simple set-up, reliable 

data and the reduction in the variability of responses (Malhotra, 2010). This then allows the 

researcher to focus on the quality of responses and easily collect the data in preparation for 

the analysis phase.   

4.4 Procedure for Data Collection  

a. Measurement instrument  

The online survey will take form of a questionnaire which will use the 19 items from the 

consumers’ sustainability consciousness construct and 11 items from the sustainable purchase 

intention construct both developed by de Carvalho et. al (2015). The consumers’ 

sustainability consciousness construct is made up of the following items: 

- Sense of Retribution (SR) – six scale items; 

- Access to Information (AI) – four scale items; 

- Labelling and Peer Pressure (LPP) – four scale items; 

- Health (H) – three scale items; and 

- Crisis Scenario (CS) – two scale items. 

The sustainable purchase intention construct is made of the following dimensions: 

- Trust (TR) – eight scale items; and  

- Accessibility (ACC) – three scale items.  

These measures will then answer the proposed research objectives. The questionnaire 

consisted of eight sections A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H and the respondent was be presented 

with five options for each question. A five-point Likert scale response was used with 1 = 

strongly disagree to 5 =strongly agree.  
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SECTION A:  Respondent Profile 

Section A requires that the respondents complete general and biographic questions. This 

allowed for the researcher to be able to draw a profile of the respondents and included the 

following questions:  

1. Please indicate your age______________ 

 

2. Current educational qualifications (please mark X on the corresponding line) 

- School-leaving Certificate 

- Matric Certificate 

- Diploma 

- Undergraduate Degree 

- Post-graduate Degree 

 

3. Select which fashion brands you purchase from? 

- Cotton On 

- Donna 

- Exact 

- Fabiani 

- Foschini 

- Gstar 

- H&M 

- Markham 

- Mr Price 

- Sportscene 

- The Fix 

- Totalsports 

- Truworths 

- Woolworths 
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- Zara  

Below are statements which determines the respondents’ patterns of sustainable consumption. 

A definition for sustainable products was given to ensure that the respondent clearly 

understood what sustainable products entailed.   

SECTION B: SENSE OF RETRIBUTION 

Section B measured the respondents’ sense of responsibility and consumer sustainable 

consciousness by answering statements about consuming products that are good for the 

community and the environment. Examples of the questions include: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I realised the superior quality of organic 

products 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I began to want to give my contribution 

to my local community or society 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I realised I could contribute to a better 

world by buying *Fairtrade products 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I started making an effort to buy 

products in recyclable packaging 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I started buying *Fairtrade products to 

help small communities to have better 

working conditions 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I stopped buying products tested on 

animals 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION C: ACCESS TO INFORMATION  

Section C measured the respondents’ access to information and consumer sustainable 

consciousness. Examples of the questions include: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I realised we were polluting or 

destroying nature 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I felt alert to the importance of Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 
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social and environmental 

certifications 

disagree 

I saw a documentary or shocking 

information that led me to be 

more careful about what I buy 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I saw information on the internet 

that led me to change my 

consumption patterns 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION D: LABELLING AND PEER PRESSURE  

Section D measured the respondents’ labelling and peer pressure and consumer sustainable 

consciousness. Examples of the questions include: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I began to be interested in 

information on product 

labels 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I wanted to try 

products/practices that 

people close to me 

recommended 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

The product labels called 

my attention to 

characteristics that fit with 

my values 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I realised that I would buy 

sustainably even with a 

lower product quality 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 
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SECTION E: HEALTH 

Section E measured the respondents’ health and consumer sustainable consciousness. 

Examples of the questions include: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I started to pay more attention to 

my health 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I began to consume more fruits and 

vegetables 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I started following a vegetarian diet Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION F: CRISIS 

Section F measured the respondents’ cautious and conscious spending and consumer 

sustainable consciousness. Examples of the questions include:  

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I was shown that consuming South 

African products made more sense 

for the local economy 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I personally suffered issues of the 

current crisis and had to pay more 

attention to what I really needed to 

buy 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION G: TRUST 

Section G measured the respondents’ intentions to buy sustainable products using the trust 

dimension. Examples of the questions include: 

"I would consume more sustainable products if": 
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Were cheaper Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Were available in more stores Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Were available closer to home Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I trusted their certification and 

source of raw materials more 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Had better visibility in store 

  

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Better understood their benefits Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I understood better what is 

written on the packaging 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I knew the brands better Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION H: ACCESSIBILITY  

Section H measured the respondents’ intentions to buy sustainable products using the 

accessibility dimension. Examples of the questions include: 

"I would consume more sustainable products if 

They offered more opportunities 

for experimentation 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I have had a better consumer 

experience in the past 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

My day-to-day brand also 

offered this type of product 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 
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b. Data Collection Technique  

A structured data collection method was applied using an online questionnaire to further 

unpack and answer the proposed research objectives. This method has been chosen as it will 

allow respondents to select from predetermined responses (Malhotra, 2010). In total, 211 

responses were collected using an online questionnaire administered by Qualtrics.  

4.5 Data Analysis  

The purpose of data analysis is to examine the data, thereby converting it into useful 

information to help with the problem statement (Malhotra, 2010). Once the data has been 

collected the following data analysis steps are applied: data cleaning, choosing the relevant 

data analysis techniques and thereafter the results are interpreted (Pickel, 2019).  

The data cleaning process is an important part of the data analysis procedure as it eliminates 

irrelevant data allowing the researcher to discern insights (Pickel, 2019). Once the data is 

cleaned, the data analysis process is then executed. In this research study the data analysis 

process took form in two parts: 

Part one:  

• Descriptive Statistics: Sample Profile  

• Descriptive Statistics: Likert scale Results  

• Reliability Results (Cronbach’s Alpha) 

• Item statistics (Mean & Standard deviation) 

Part two:  

• Inferential statistics (Structural Equation Modeling (SEM); Confirmatory Factor 

Analysis (CFA) and Hypotheses Testing  

To unpack the analysis, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 24 and Analysis of 

Moment Structures (AMOS) 24 software were used for data analysis. SPSS 24 was used to 

calculate the descriptive statistics (sample profile and Likert scale results), reliability results 

through the Cronbach’s Alpha, Standard Deviation, and the Mean. The reliability and validity 
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of the measurement instrument is key for the results of the study to be widely accepted. In 

addition, AMOS 24 was used for inferential statistics namely Structural Equation Modeling 

(SEM). SEM was done in two stages, first, the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) then 

hypothesis testing. The initial study by de Carvalho et. al (2015) used the statistical software 

package LISREL to conduct CFA however in this study, CFA will be assessed using AMOS 

24. CFA allows the researcher to specify the constructs and the items used to measure them 

(de Carvalho et. al, 2015).  

4.5.1 Data Processing and Analysis 

It is essential that the data processing stage is carefully crafted as this process generates data 

into knowledge (Pink, 2019). According to Trochim (2007), many social research studies 

conduct data analysis using the following key steps:  

➢ Cleaning and organising the data for analysis (data preparation)  

➢ Describing the data (descriptive statistics)  

➢ Testing Hypotheses and Models (inferential statistics)  

Step 1: Data preparation 

The data-preparation process is composed of the following stages (Malhotra, 2010; Pink, 

2019):  

• Assessment of questionnaire  

The first step is to perform a quality check on all questionnaires, ensuring that questions were 

completed (Malhotra, 2010; Pink, 2019).  

• Editing 

This stage involves performing a preliminary check for data consistency with the main 

objective of increasing accuracy of the data (Malhotra, 2010; Pink, 2019). There are several 

questions that needs to be asked as part of this process (Trochim, 2007):  

✓ Are the responses legible? 

✓ Are the most important questions answered? 

✓ Did the respondent answer all the questions?  
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✓ Is all the relevant contextual information included in the data: time and place?  

• Coding 

Coding is conducted when a number is assigned to each question. The questionnaire can be 

pre-coded if it only contains structured questions or very few unstructured questions 

(Malhotra, 2010; Pink, 2019). 

• Data Cleaning 

The main aim of this process is to check for final consistency thus data that is out of range, 

inconsistent or logically inconsistent are identified (Malhotra, 2010; Pink, 2019). 

Step 2: Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive statistics provides the research study with an overview of the distribution of the 

data, detects outliers and helps identify associations amongst variables (Dhand, 2015). Hence, 

descriptive analysis provides a summary of the basic features of the data using simple 

graphical depictions to portray it (Trochim, 2007). 

Step 3: Scale evaluation 

A multi-item scale is evaluated for accuracy and applicability by running reliability and 

validity tests (Malhotra, 2010). The scores from the reliability and validity tests are important 

for this research study as it aims to provide marketers, academics, and fashion retail 

businesses important insights on sustainable consumption amongst the Gen Z consumer 

segment.  

4.5.2 Reliability  

Reliability refers to the extent to which a scale produces consistent results when the same 

method is applied to the same sample under the same conditions (Malhotra, 2010; Middleton, 

2020). Reliability tests are applied to quantitative studies where the research questions are 

assessed using a Likert rating scale (Middleton, 2020). According to (Malhotra, 2010) there 

are three main types of reliability:  

➢ Test-retest reliability: The same test is performed within a two to four-week period 

(Malhotra, 2010). 
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➢ Alternative forms reliability: The same set of respondents are measured at two different 

times (Malhotra, 2010). 

➢ Internal consistency reliability: This test is used to assess the reliability where several 

scale items are added together to form a total score. The simplest form of internal 

consistency is using split-half reliability. This format takes place when the scale items are 

split into two sets. After the test is performed, the correlation between the two sets of 

responses is then calculated. Cronbach’s Alpha is then used to determine whether the 

scale items are significant. The Coefficient ranges from 0-1 with the value of 0.6 

Cronbach’s Alpha indicating a reliable scale/s is used in this study (Malhotra, 2010; 

Dunn, Baguley and Brunsden, 2013). 

To assess the measurement item’s reliability, the Cronbach’s Alpha values were determined 

using the SPSS 24 and AMOS 24 software and will be displayed and further explained in the 

next chapter.  

4.5.3 Validity  

Validity in research relates to the extent to which the survey measures the right elements 

hence informing the researcher if the research method was accurately used (Dudovskiy, 2018; 

Middleton, 2020). The main types of validity comprise of: Criterion Validity, Criterion 

Validity and Construct Validity which is further divided into convergent and discriminant 

validity (Malhotra, 2010; Dudovskiy, 2018; Middleton, 2020). 

➢ Content Validity:  

Content validity is also known as face validity as assesses whether the researcher sufficiently 

covers all aspects of the construct used within the research study. This type of validity is the 

most basic type and is associated with a high level of subjectivity as it is not science based 

(Malhotra, 2010; Dudovskiy, 2018; Middleton, 2020). 

➢ Criterion Validity  

This criterion involves a comparison of tests where the assessment is made with an 

established or widely used test that is already considered valid (Malhotra, 2010; Dudovskiy, 

2018; Middleton, 2020). 
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➢ Construct Validity  

This type of validity ensures that the method of measurement is suitable for the construct that 

is being measured. Hence, answering whether the construct of consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness has a positive impact on sustainable purchase intentions amongst Gen Z in the 

South African fashion retail market.   

Furthermore, construct validity is made up of convergent and discriminant validity. 

Convergent validity is the extent to which the scale positively correlates with other measures 

of the same construct (Malhotra, 2010; Dudovskiy, 2018; Middleton, 2020). Discriminant 

validity is the extent to which there is no correlation among differing constructs (Malhotra, 

2010; Dudovskiy, 2018; Middleton, 2020). Only discriminant validity was used to assess the 

proposed research constructs by checking the inter-correlation between these constructs.   

4.5.4 Inferential statistics  

The main objective of using inferential statistics is to investigate questions, models and 

hypothesis (Trochim, 2007). It allows the researcher to take data from samples and make 

generalisations about the population thus using the sample to infer what the population thinks 

(Gonick, 2013). In this research study, inferential statistics is applied by using a popular 

statistical technique called Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) which takes form of 

hypotheses testing and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA).   

4.5.5 Model Fit  

An important step in the data analysis process is ensuring that the regression model results in 

predicted values close to the observed data values (Martin, 2019). Confirmatory Factor 

Analysis will be used to examine if Model Fit is suitable for the data collected for the proposed 

study.  

4.5.5.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

Structural Equation Modeling is made up of two parts: the measurement model and structural 

model (Malhotra, 2010). The measurement model is assessed by a multivariate statistical 

procedure called Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) which tests how well the measured 

variables represents the number of constructs (Malhotra, 2010). CFA is used where the 

researcher stipulates which variables define each construct. In addition, it confirms if the 
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variables that influence the constructs, supports the theory presented in the literature review 

section of the respective research study (Malhotra, 2010). Subsequently, the researcher is 

then able to test the proposed hypotheses. Model Fit indicators such as Chi-square, Goodness 

of Fit Index (GFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI), Incremental Fit Index (IFI), Tucker-Lewis Index 

(TLI), Composite Fit Index (CFI) and the Random Measure of Standard Error Approximation 

(RMSEA) will be used to assess the Model Fit. 

In this research study, CFA is used to confirm that the five dimensions affect consumer 

sustainable consciousness construct, and the two dimensions affect sustainable purchase 

intentions. These findings will be discussed in the next chapter.  

4.5.5.2 Path Modeling  

Once the Model Fit has been assessed, this research study will proceed to perform Path 

Modeling using the AMOS 24 software package. Path Modeling is an important statistical 

technique tool for marketing researchers as it examines the structure of interrelationships 

allowing the researcher to assess causal relationships influencing the model’s constructs 

(Malhotra, 2010; Akter & Hani, 2003). SEM identifies both independent and dependent 

relationships amongst constructs (Malhotra, 2010). Furthermore, this technique is generally 

used for confirmatory techniques thus determining whether the model is suitable for the 

respective research study (Malhotra, 2010). In this body of work, SEM is used in order to 

confirm the relationships between the five dimensions of the consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness construct and the two dimensions of the sustainable purchase intention 

construct. Allowing the research findings to gain a better understanding of these relationships 

amongst Gen Z with the fashion retail market within South Africa.  

4.6 Ethical Considerations  

Ethical considerations play a crucial role in marketing research as there is the possibility for 

participants’ rights to be violated, intentionally or unintentionally and thus must be taken into 

consideration (Malhotra, 2010). Therefore, the research ensured that the rules set out by the 

university were fully complied with to ensure that the rights of the respondents refrain from 

being violated directly or indirectly.  

This research study received ethical clearance that was issued by the university’s ethical 

committee before the questionnaire was sent into field research. The survey was then sent to 
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UCT’s Department of Student Affairs where it was distributed to the student database. The 

first page of questionnaire detailed that the participation was entirely voluntary and that the 

respondent may withdraw from the study at any point in time. It also informed the respondent 

that there is a choice to participate or to withdraw from the study which will have no adverse 

consequences. Furthermore, it assured the respondent that the data collection process is 

private and treated with confidentiality. Most importantly the language used was clear, 

concise and definitions were provided to help aid respondents when responding to questions. 

A copy of the ethical clearance letter that was issued by the University’s Ethical Committee 

can be found in the Appendix section.  

4.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter introduced the research methodology including the research design, data 

collection and data analysis section. The research methodology section provided an overview 

of the research paradigm and approach. Thereafter, the research design outlined the process 

from sample design, understanding the target population, sample frame and sample size and 

lastly, the selected sampling method. The data collection procedure method then provided an 

overview of the measurements showcasing the actual questions used in the research 

questionnaire. Lastly, the data analysis process discussed the steps used in this procedure 

concluding with the selection of statistical methods that will be used to analyse the data.  
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Chapter Five: Data Analysis and Discussion   

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter will focus on the presentation and discussion of the research findings. The 

statistical techniques used to assess the data will be expanded upon in this section of the body 

of work. The software Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 24 and Analysis of 

Moment Structures (AMOS) 24 were used for data analysis. SPSS 24 was used to calculate 

the section on descriptive statistics (sample profile and Likert scale results), Reliability 

results using the Cronbach’s Alpha, Standard Deviation and the Mean. AMOS 24 was used 

for inferential statistics namely Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) where Confirmatory 

Factor Analysis (CFA) and Path Modeling were conducted. CFA was employed to check for 

Model Fit and the reliability and validity of the scales used in the research questionnaire. 

Finally, Path Modeling (PM) was used to assess Model Fit and test the proposed hypotheses 

of this study.  

Chapter 5 will begin with providing an overview of the data screening process thereafter the 

data analysis procedure for this research study will be discussed. The discourse of the data 

analysis of the current study will include sample description, the test of measures employed, 

and accurate analytical statistics will be provided. The tests for the measure’s reliability and 

validity will be illustrated in order to show its accuracy. The reliability measure is evaluated 

using the Cronbach’s Alpha.  

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) will then display how well the measured variables 

represents the number of constructs. Thereafter, the presentation of the research models fit is 

shown by numerous indicators such as the Chi-Square Value, Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), 

Normed Fit Index (NFI), Incremental Fit Index (IFI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Root 

Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) used to determine if the research Model Fit 

the data. In conclusion, a summary of the chapter will be provided.  
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5.2 Data Screening  

The process of data screening in multivariate analysis is crucial as it serves as the foundation 

for meaningful quantitative research (Abdulwahab, Dahalin & Galadima, 2011). This process 

ensures that that the data has been carefully assessed by conducting consistency checks and 

treatment of missing responses (Malhotra, 2010).  The key steps in the data cleaning process 

includes quality checking the questionnaire, editing, and coding. Thereafter the data is ready 

for further statistical analysis using SPSS where each data field is tested to detect any errors 

or potential outliers. SPSS conducts these tests by assessing the mean and standard deviation 

of the data resulting in the rectification of any known data errors (Malhotra, 2010).  

5.3 Data Analytical Procedures 

Several statistical methods were used to analyse the empirical data. The first process of the 

data analysis process took form of the assessing internal consistency of each construct. 

Thereafter data was analysed using the statistical software SPSS 24 and AMOS 24. The 

assessment of the final measures was performed by running Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

using AMOS 24. The reliability and validity measurement of scales were assessed using the 

Cronbach’s Alpha and Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix respectively.  

 

The following figure illustrates the procedures of statistical analysis as well as the key tasks 

that will be undertaken in the chapter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Procedures of statistical analysis 
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5.4 Descriptive Statistics  

Once the data is collected, the first step of analysis is to describe the responses 

(Bhandari, 2020). The role of descriptive statistics is then to explain the basic features of 

the data in the study by providing simple summaries (Trochim, 2007). The descriptive 

statistics is illustrated in form of pie charts, or tables which display the basic data of the 

main components of the study (Malhotra, 2010).  In this study, descriptive statistics will 

be used to display age, level of education and fashion retail brand preference.  

5.4.1 Descriptive Statistics: Sample Profile  

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

 18 years 22 13.8 13.8 13.8 

19 years 34 21.4 21.4 35.2 

20 years 29 18.2 18.2 53.5 

21 years 18 11.3 11.3 64.8 

22 years 22 13.8 13.8 78.6 

23 years 27 17.0 17.0 95.6 

24 years 7 4.4 4.4 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Table 4: Age of respondents 
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Figure 5: Pie chart illustration: Age respondents  

 

Table 4 and Figure 5 represent the results for the age of the respondents who participated in 

the study. Respondents aged 19 represent the largest age group as they account for 21% of 

the sample. This group is followed by 18-year olds, representing 20% of the sample. The 

third largest age group was that of 23-year-olds, which represented 17% of the sample. The 

fourth largest age groups were that of 18 and 22-year olds who both represented 13% of the 

sample. Lastly, the smallest age groups were that of 23 and 24-year olds who accounted for 

17% and 4 % of the sample, respectively. These results indicate that the respondents form 

part of the older Gen Z cohort. Therefore, fashion retail brands that markets to Gen Z 

consumers should partner with universities on offerings suitable for this market. An example 

would be to offer university students a shopping discount when they shop of their respective 

stores. The following section presents results for the groups’ educational level. 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 School-leaving Certificate 2 1.3 1.3 1.3 

Matric Certificate 98 61.6 61.6 62.9 

Diploma 3 1.9 1.9 64.8 
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Undergraduate Degree 41 25.8 25.8 90.6 

Post-graduate Degree 15 9.4 9.4 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

 

Table 5: Educational level of respondents 

 

 

Figure 6: Bar chart illustration: Educational level of respondents 

Table 5 and Figure 6 represent the results for the educational level of the respondents. The 

majority of those who responded currently have a matric certificate as they account for 

61.64% of the sample. The second largest group accounts for 25.79% have an undergraduate 

degree followed by 9.43% of respondents having post-graduate degrees. The smallest groups 

reported with only 1.89% having a diploma and 1.26% with a school leaving certificate, 

respectively. These findings indicate that the majority of the respondents are high school 

leavers and have potentially just started their university academic journey. Future studies may 

focus on understanding the conscious consumption of a grade 12 learner in comparison to a 

university student as their fashion preferences may differ due to the change from wearing 

uniform to their own clothing uniform to their own clothing.  
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Table 6: Fashion retail brand preference 

The table above illustrates that 75.5% of the respondents chose Cotton On as their fashion 

retail brand preference. The remaining 24.5% brand preference were split across Exact (5%), 

H&M (5.7%) and Mr Price (5.7%) leading the lower preference brands. The interpretation of 

the data from this question only selected the respondent’s first retail brand choice. Future 

studies should focus on interpreting the respondents’ selection across all retail fashion brand 

choices in order to categorise brands. An example of categorising fashion retail brands could 

be if majority of the respondents chose Exact, H&M and Mr Price it could be assumed that 

these respondents are value conscious shoppers as these are cost value-based brands.  

 

5.4.2 Questionnaire Results  

All research constructs were measured on a five-point Likert-type scale. There were a total 

number of 159 valid responses received. The consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

construct was made up of the following dimensions:  

 

 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

 Cotton On 120 75.5 75.5 75.5 

Donna 2 1.3 1.3 76.7 

Exact 8 5.0 5.0 81.8 

Fabiani 1 .6 0.6 82.4 

Foschini 3 1.9 1.9 84.3 

Gstar 1 0.6 0.6 84.9 

H&M 9 5.7 5.7 90.6 

Markham 3 1.9 1.9 92.5 

Mr Price 9 5.7 5.7 98.1 

Totalsports 1 0.6 0.6 98.7 

Truworths 1 0.6 0.6 99.4 

Woolworths 1 0.6 0.6 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  
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Dimensions Number of scale items 

Sense of Retribution (SR)  Six scale items (SR1 - SR6) 

Access to Information (AI) Four scale items (AI1 - AI4)  

Labelling and Peer Pressure (LPP) Four scale items (LPP1 - LPP2) 

Health (H) Three scale items (H1 - H3 

Crisis Scenario (CS)  Two scale items (CR1 - CR2) 

Table 7: Dimensions of the consumers’ sustainability consciousness construct 

 

The sustainable purchase intention construct is made of the following dimensions: 

Dimensions Number of scale items 

Trust (TR)  Eight scale items (TR1 - TR8)  

Accessibility (ACC)  Three scale items (ACC1 - ACC3) 

Table 8: Dimensions of the sustainable purchase intention construct 

 

The results from the Likert scale responses will be displayed and explained in the following 

section.  

 

Likert Scale Responses  

This section pertains to the dimension of Sense of Retribution (SR) – six scale items (SR1 - 

SR6).  

Sense of Retribution 1 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 8 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Disagree 20 12.6 12.6 17.6 

Moderately agree 40 25.2 25.2 42.8 

Agree 66 41.5 41.5 84.3 

Strongly agree 25 15.7 15.7 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: SR1: I started consuming more sustainably when I realised the superior quality of 

organic products 
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As observed in the table above, 8 out of 159 participants strongly disagreed with the 

statement that, “I started consuming more sustainably when I realised the superior quality of 

organic products” while 25 out of 159 strongly agreed with the statement. Majority of the 

responses agreed with this statement accounting for 41.5% of the respondents, followed by 

25.2% of respondents moderately agreed with this statement. In total, 126 out of the 159 

responses have a level of agreement with the proposed statement indicating that respondents 

agree that organic products have superior quality. Fashion retail brands offering products 

made from organic materials could potentially investigate better ways of raising awareness of 

these products to Gen Z consumers.  

 

Sense of Retribution 2 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

 Strongly disagree 9 5.7 5.7 5.7 

Disagree 28 17.6 17.6 23.3 

Moderately agree 39 24.5 24.5 47.8 

Agree 56 35.2 35.2 83.0 

Strongly agree 27 17.0 17.0 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: SR2: I started consuming more sustainably when I began to want to give my 

contribution to my local community or society 

 

The table above shows that 5.7% of the respondents strongly disagreed with the statement, “I 

started consuming more sustainably when I began to want to give my contribution to my local 

community or society” and 17% strongly agreed with the statement. 35.2% of the responses 

agreed with the statement followed closely by 24.5% of the responses moderately agreed with 

the statement. 17.6% of the participants disagreed with the statement. Overall, 122 out of the 

159 participants indicated a level of agreement with the statement. This statement reveals that 

respondents are more inclined to support fashion retail brands if they donated towards their 

local community. This is an important insight as retail brands can involve Gen Z consumers 

in their decision-making process when they choose local social causes to support.  
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Sense of Retribution 3 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 5 3.1 3.1 3.1 

Disagree 10 6.3 6.3 9.4 

Moderately agree 24 15.1 15.1 24.5 

Agree 58 36.5 36.5 61.0 

Strongly agree 62 39.0 39.0 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: SR3: I started consuming more sustainably when I realised I could contribute to a better 

world by buying Fairtrade products 

 

The results from the table above indicates that 3.1% of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I realised I could contribute 

to a better world by buying Fairtrade products” and 39% strongly agreed with the statement. 

Following closely by, 36.5% of the participants agreed with the statement followed by 15.1% 

of the participants moderately agreed with the statement. Only 6.3% of the respondents 

disagreed with the statement. In total, 144 out of the 159 of the responses showed a level of 

agreement towards the statement. The overall response to this question was positive. South 

Africa’s leading food retailers Pick n Pay and Woolworths both sell Fairtrade products and 

thus poses an opportunity for these brands to develop an integrated marketing plan to 

communicate this offering to the Gen Z consumer. An example would be for the brands to 

partner with the universities and provide their student base with a product price offering on 

their Fairtrade products. 

 

Sense of Retribution 4 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 7 4.4 4.4 4.4 

Disagree 21 13.2 13.2 17.6 

Moderately agree 23 14.5 14.5 32.1 

Agree 52 32.7 32.7 64.8 

Strongly agree 56 35.2 35.2 100.0 
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Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: SR4: I started consuming more sustainably when I started making an effort to buy 

products in recyclable packaging 

 

The findings from the above table indicates that 4.4 % of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I started making an effort to 

buy products in recyclable packaging” and 35.2% strongly agreed with the statement. 

32.75% of the participants agreed with the statement followed by 14.5% of the participants 

moderately agreed with the statement. These results indicate that majority of the respondents 

indicated a level of agreement with the proposed statement. Only 13.2% of the respondents 

disagreed with the statement. This finding indicates that is an opportunity for fashion retail 

brands to focus on increasing their communication efforts on products sold with recyclable 

packaging and to also investigate ways to include the Gen Z consumer base to participate in 

recycling opportunities. An example would be for fashion brands to run a recycling 

packaging design competition where Gen Z consumers are able to submit their ideas. 

Subsequently, the top designs are then produced and sold in the respective fashion retail 

brand stores.  

 

Sense of Retribution 5 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 9 5.7 5.7 5.7 

Disagree 19 11.9 11.9 17.6 

Moderately agree 35 22.0 22.0 39.6 

Agree 53 33.3 33.3 73.0 

Strongly agree 43 27.0 27.0 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: SR5: I started consuming more sustainably when I started buying Fairtrade products to 

help small communities to have better working conditions 

 

The results from the table above indicates that 5.7% of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I started buying Fairtrade 

products to help small communities to have better working conditions” and 27% strongly 
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agreed with the statement. 33% of the respondents agreed with the statement followed by 

22% of the respondents moderately agreed with the statement. A small portion of responses 

(11.9%) disagreed with the statement. In total, 131 out of the 159 of the responses showed a 

level of agreement towards the statement. A research report by Moorad (2012), revealed that 

Kraft Foods produced the first Fairtrade-certified confectionery brand in SA in form of the 

Cadbury Dairy Milk (plain). This product resulted in generating 29 million slabs sold 

(Moorad, 2012). These findings suggest that further research can explore the impact of the 

success of the introduction of Fairtrade products within an emerging market like South 

Africa.  

 

Sense of Retribution 6 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 10 6.3 6.3 6.3 

Disagree 29 18.2 18.2 24.5 

Moderately agree 26 16.4 16.4 40.9 

Agree 30 18.9 18.9 59.7 

Strongly agree 64 40.3 40.3 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: SR6: I started consuming more sustainably when I stopped buying products tested on 

animals 

 

The findings from the above table indicates that 6.3 % of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I stopped buying products 

tested on animals” and 40.3% strongly agreed with the statement. 18.9% of the participants 

agreed with the statement followed closely by 18.2% of the participants moderately agreed 

with the statement. These results indicate that the majority of the respondents indicated a 

level of agreement with the proposed statement. This insight is significant for fashion retail 

brands that offers animal-based materials such as silk, leather, and wool. Local brands such 

as Poetry and Faithful To Nature offers vegan friendly merchandise as part of their product 

range. Thus, this is an opportunity for other brands to follow suit.  
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This section pertains to the dimension of Access to Information (AI) – four scale items (AI1 - 

AI4).  

Access to Information 1 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 2 1.3 1.3 1.3 

Disagree 7 4.4 4.4 5.7 

Moderately agree 14 8.8 8.8 14.5 

Agree 42 26.4 26.4 40.9 

Strongly agree 94 59.1 59.1 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: AI1: I started consuming more sustainably when I realised we were polluting or 

destroying nature 

 

As observed in the table above, 2 out of 159 participants strongly disagreed with the 

statement that, “I started consuming more sustainably when I realised we were polluting or 

destroying nature” while 94 out of 159 strongly agreed with this statement. 26.4% of the 

respondents agreed with this statement followed by 8.8% of respondents moderately agreed 

with this statement. Overall, 150 out of the 159 responses have a level of agreement with the 

proposed statement thus making it meaningful. Given the wealth of information that is readily 

available, companies should make sure that these insights can be easily found in their 

marketing communications. It is also important that this information is found on the relevant 

media platforms that Gen Z consumes such as the brands’ website and social media 

platforms.  

Access to Information 2 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 8 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Disagree 11 6.9 6.9 11.9 

Moderately agree 32 20.1 20.1 32.1 

Agree 43 27.0 27.0 59.1 

Strongly agree 65 40.9 40.9 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  
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Key: AI2: I started consuming more sustainably when I felt alert to the importance of social 

and environmental certifications 

 

The findings from the above table indicates that 5% of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I felt alert to the importance 

of social and environmental certifications” whilst 40.9% strongly agreed with the statement. 

27% of the participants agreed with the statement followed by 20% of the participants 

moderately agreed with the statement. Only 11% of the respondents disagreed with the 

statement. These results indicate that majority of the respondents indicated a level of 

agreement with the proposed statement. This finding supports that it is in fact important that 

brands display credible social and environmental certifications on their products. Brands can 

therefore increase their efforts by highlighting these certifications on their respective product 

packaging.  

.  

Access to Information 3 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 16 10.1 10.1 10.1 

Disagree 27 17.0 17.0 27.0 

Moderately agree 29 18.2 18.2 45.3 

Agree 50 31.4 31.4 76.7 

Strongly agree 37 23.3 23.3 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: AI3: I started consuming more sustainably when I saw a documentary or shocking 

information that led me to be more careful about what I buy.  

 

The table above shows that 10% of the respondents strongly disagreed with the statement, “I 

started consuming more sustainably when I saw a documentary or shocking information that 

led me to be more careful about what I buy” and 23.3% strongly agreed with the statement. 

31.4% of the responses agreed with the statement followed by 18.2% of the responses 

moderately agreed with the statement. 17% of the participants disagreed with the statement. 

Overall, a third of respondents indicated a level of disagreement with this statement and is the 

highest level of disagreement in comparison to the statements made before this. Brands 
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should therefore consider co-branding initiatives with these documentaries, perhaps on their 

social media platforms. In addition, brands should closely align themselves as alternatives of 

good options as opposed to the current harmful options.  

 

Key: AI4: I started consuming more sustainably when I saw information on the internet that 

led me to change my consumption patterns 

 

The findings from the above table indicates that 6.3 % of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I saw information on the 

internet that led me to change my consumption patterns” and 34% strongly agreed with the 

statement. 31.4% of the participants agreed with the statement followed by 18.9% of the 

participants moderately agreed with the statement. Only 9.4% of the respondents disagreed 

with the statement. These results indicate that majority of the respondents indicated a level of 

agreement with the proposed statement. Fashion retail brands should therefore focus their 

communication efforts on the companies’ sustainable practices and offerings as it has a direct 

impact on Gen Z’s consumption patterns. An example would be to showcase the process of 

producing sustainable products from concept to disposal so that consumers are aware of the 

impact of their purchases on the environment once it gets disposed.  

This section pertains to the dimension of Labelling and Peer Pressure (LPP) – four scale 

items (LPP1 – LPP4) 

 

 

 

Access to Information 4 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 10 6.3 6.3 6.3 

Disagree 15 9.4 9.4 15.7 

Moderately agree 30 18.9 18.9 34.6 

Agree 50 31.4 31.4 66.0 

Strongly agree 54 34.0 34.0 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  
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Labelling and Peer Pressure 1 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

 Strongly disagree 12 7.5 7.5 7.5 

Disagree 23 14.5 14.5 22.0 

Moderately agree 25 15.7 15.7 37.7 

Agree 61 38.4 38.4 76.1 

Strongly agree 38 23.9 23.9 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: LPP1: I started consuming more sustainably when I began to be interested in 

information on product labels 

 

The table above shows that 7.5% of the respondents strongly disagreed with the statement, “I 

started consuming more sustainably when I began to be interested in information on product 

labels” and 23.9% strongly agreed with the statement. 38.4% of the responses agreed with 

the statement followed by 15.7% of the responses moderately agreed with the statement. 

14.5% of the participants disagreed with the statement. Overall, 77% of the responses 

displayed a level of agreement towards the statement. This indicates that there is a high level 

of interest in the information found on product labels and therefore essential for fashion 

retailers to focus on producing clear information found on the labels of their sustainable 

merchandise offerings.  

 

Labelling and Peer Pressure 2 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 7 4.4 4.4 4.4 

Disagree 15 9.4 9.4 13.8 

Moderately agree 33 20.8 20.8 34.6 

Agree 69 43.4 43.4 78.0 

Strongly agree 35 22.0 22.0 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: LPP2: I started consuming more sustainably when I wanted to try products/practices 

that people close to me recommended 
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The findings from the above table indicates that 4.4% of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I wanted to try 

products/practices that people close to me recommended” whilst 22% strongly agreed with 

the statement. 43.4% of the participants agreed with the statement followed by 20.8% of the 

participants moderately agreed with the statement. Only 9.4% of the respondents disagreed 

with the statement. These results indicate that majority of the respondents indicated a level of 

agreement with the proposed statement. This finding highlights the important role that close 

family and friends plays on the influence of consumers’ sustainable consumption. It is 

therefore important that brands identify individuals that are more likely to directly influence 

the Gen Z consumer market, thereby using these individuals as a conduit for their brand 

message.  

 

Labelling and Peer Pressure 3 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 9 5.7 5.7 5.7 

Disagree 18 11.3 11.3 17.0 

Moderately agree 39 24.5 24.5 41.5 

Agree 53 33.3 33.3 74.8 

Strongly agree 40 25.2 25.2 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: LPP3: I started consuming more sustainably when the product labels called my 

attention to characteristics that fit with my values 

 

As observed in the table above, 9 out of 159 participants strongly disagreed with the 

statement that, “I started consuming more sustainably when the product labels called my 

attention to characteristics that fit with my values” while 40 out of 159 strongly agreed with 

this statement. 33.3% of the respondents agreed with this statement followed by 24.5% of 

respondents moderately agreed with this statement. Overall, 132 out of the 159 responses 

have a level of. It is therefore important for brands to gain a better understanding of the Gen 

Z consumer market as this cohort wants to influence and be influenced by others who share 

the same values. Gen Z consumers support brands that are socially and environmentally 
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conscious and hence it is important for brands to communicate their responsible efforts on 

product labels. An example would be for brands to add a tag line such as ‘made from 

sustainable material’ on the product labels on their respective sustainable offerings.  

 

Labelling and Peer Pressure 4 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 17 10.7 10.7 10.7 

Disagree 41 25.8 25.8 36.5 

Moderately agree 38 23.9 23.9 60.4 

Agree 46 28.9 28.9 89.3 

Strongly agree 17 10.7 10.7 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: LPP4: I started consuming more sustainably when I realised that I would buy 

sustainably even with a lower product quality 

 

Interestingly the findings show that there was the same number of respondents who strongly 

disagreed and strongly agreed with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably 

when I realised that I would buy sustainably even with a lower product quality”. 28.9% of 

the participants agreed with the statement closely followed by 23.9% of the participants 

moderately agreed with the statement. 25.8% of the respondents disagreed with the statement. 

Overall, over a third of the responses indicated a level of disagreement with the proposed 

statement. This finding appears that respondents were not completely sure about this 

statement. Consequently, this presents an opportunity to conduct future research by 

examining the impact that the quality attributes of sustainable product offerings have on 

sustainable consumption.  
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This section pertains to the dimension of Health (H) – three scale items (H1, H2 and H3). 

The Cronbach’s Alpha value for Health (H) was 0.757. To achieve an acceptable reliability 

value for health (H3- I started following a vegetarian diet), was removed from analysis as it 

made this construct unreliable.  

 

Health 1 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 6 3.8 3.8 3.8 

Disagree 13 8.2 8.2 11.9 

Moderately agree 21 13.2 13.2 25.2 

Agree 70 44.0 44.0 69.2 

Strongly agree 49 30.8 30.8 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: H1: I started consuming more sustainably when I started to pay more attention to my 

health 

 

As observed in the table above, 6 out of 159 participants strongly disagreed with the 

statement that, “I started consuming more sustainably when I started to pay more attention to 

my health” while 49 out of 159 strongly agreed with this statement. 44% of the respondents 

agreed with this statement followed by 13.2% of respondents moderately agreed with this 

statement. Overall, 140 out of the 159 responses have a level of agreement with the proposed 

statement thus making it a vital statement. This finding indicates that health is a key factor to 

consuming sustainably within the Gen Z cohort. Furthermore, this finding significantly 

supports sustainable athleisure wear offered by fashion retail brands such as Sportscene, 

Adidas, Nike and Stella McCartney.  Athleisure outfits offers a fashionable way to wear 

athletic wear such as wearing sneakers with dresses and going for dinner in jogger trackpants 

and a shirt. Therefore, this is a great opportunity for brands to expand on their athleisure 

range to include elements of sustainability in order to attract Gen Z consumers.  
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Health 2 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 7 4.4 4.4 4.4 

Disagree 13 8.2 8.2 12.6 

Moderately agree 26 16.4 16.4 28.9 

Agree 54 34.0 34.0 62.9 

Strongly agree 59 37.1 37.1 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: H2: I started consuming more sustainably when I began to consume more fruits and 

vegetables 

 

The findings from the above table indicates that 4.4% of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I began to consume more 

fruits and vegetables” whilst 37% strongly agreed with the statement. 34% of the participants 

agreed with the statement followed by 16.4% of the participants moderately agreed with the 

statement. Only 8.2% of the respondents disagreed with the statement. These results indicate 

that majority of the respondents indicated a level of agreement with the proposed statement. 

This finding highlights the important role of choosing healthy food when consuming 

sustainably. Fashion retail brands may use this finding to collaborate with healthy food 

providers with the intention to attract Gen Z consumers to shop with them. An example of 

this would be for Pick n Pay and Woolworths to offer university students an exclusive 

clothing and healthy food promotional proposition which will then encourage this cohort to 

gain brand preference towards these brands.  

 

To achieve an acceptable reliability value for health, the H3 question, “I started consuming 

more sustainably when I started following a vegetarian diet” was removed from analysis as it 

made this construct unreliable. Mindful consumption is associated with conscious 

consumption as consumers are becoming more aware of what they eat (Lim, 2017; Sheth, 

Sethia, & Srinivas, 2011). One possible explanation is that respondents could have perceived 

that sustainable consumption has a better link with eating healthy by increasing their intake of 

fruits and vegetables as opposed to changing their diet to suit a vegetarian one only.  
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The Cronbach’s Alpha criteria for the dimensions to be included in the analysis is that it 

should be >/0.60. The Crisis dimension had a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.461 and was 

therefore removed from analysis as it failed to meet the required criteria for reliability.  

The concept of buying local was also found to have a direct influence on purchasing products 

(de Carvalho et al., 2015). In addition, this study found that consumers considered buying 

local as one of the main conditions for a product to be sustainable due to it positively 

contributing to solving economic crises. These results are similar to those reported by Belgian 

Development Agency (2013) and Hughes, et al. (2015), where South African consumers 

support the proudly South African initiative as they believe that buying local is strongly 

associated with sustainability in the country. A possible explanation for the two crisis 

statements, “I was shown that consuming South African products made more sense for the 

local economy” and “I personally suffered issues of the current crisis and had to pay more 

attention to what I really needed to buy” would have been more relevant to an older audience 

as the respondents were all students who do not earn a full-time income. Therefore, they may 

have not been directly impacted when a crisis occurs with regards to purchasing local 

products in order to consume more sustainably.  

The sustainable purchase intention construct is made of the following dimensions: 

Dimensions Number of scale items 

Trust (TR)  Eight scale items (TR1 - TR8)  

Accessibility (ACC)  Three scale items (ACC1 - ACC3) 

 

This section pertains to the dimension of Trust (TR) – eight scale items (TR1 - TR8) 

 

Trust 1 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 2 1.3 1.3 1.3 

Moderately agree 8 5.0 5.0 6.3 

Agree 56 35.2 35.2 41.5 

Strongly agree 93 58.5 58.5 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: TR1: "I would consume more sustainable products if they were cheaper” 
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As observed in the table above, 2 out of 159 participants strongly disagreed with the 

statement that, "I would consume more sustainable products if they were cheaper” while 93 

out of 159 strongly agreed with this statement. 35.2% of the respondents agreed with this 

statement followed by only 5% of respondents moderately agreed with this statement. The 

overall response to this statement were in favour of those who agreed. The two main 

objectives of setting product prices are for companies to earn a profit or to competitively 

position the respective product. Prices are determined by the demand and supply of the 

products therefore if there is a great demand for the product and the supplier is able to meet 

these demands, the economies of scale associated with producing the product will be more 

cost effective. It is therefore important for retail brands to conduct research on the feasibility 

of introducing sustainable products as part their product offering.  

 

Trust 2 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 2 1.3 1.3 1.3 

Disagree 3 1.9 1.9 3.1 

Moderately agree 4 2.5 2.5 5.7 

Agree 36 22.6 22.6 28.3 

Strongly agree 114 71.7 71.7 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: TR2: "I would consume more sustainable products if they were available in more 

stores”  

 

What stands out in the table is that only 1.4% of the respondents strongly disagreed with the 

statement, "I would consume more sustainable products if they were available in more 

stores” whilst an alarming 71% strongly agreed with the statement. This is an important issue 

for future research as it highlights a potential gap within the fashion retail sustainable market 

offering. Potential solutions could be for brands to collaborate with non-fashion retail stores 

such as gyms and health orientated restaurants so that the fashion brands’ sustainable 

products are more accessible. Furthermore, there is an opportunity for brands to expand their 

offering online given that the Gen Z consumer market is more digitally connected and able to 

access the information that they need in order to strengthen their purchase intentions.  
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Trust 3 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 1 .6 .6 .6 

Disagree 8 5.0 5.0 5.7 

Moderately agree 17 10.7 10.7 16.4 

Agree 41 25.8 25.8 42.1 

Strongly agree 92 57.9 57.9 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: TR3: "I would consume more sustainable products if they were available closer to 

home” 

 

It is apparent from this table that very few that 0.6% of the respondents strongly disagreed 

with the statement, "I would consume more sustainable products if they were available closer 

to home” whilst 57.9% strongly agreed with the statement. 25.8% of the participants agreed 

with the statement followed by 10.7% of the participants moderately agreed with the 

statement. Only 5% of the respondents disagreed with the statement. The most striking result 

to emerge from the data is that the majority of the respondents would increase their 

consumption on sustainable products if they were conveniently located. It is an interesting 

result as the Gen Z consumes information about sustainable products online which may not 

necessarily mean that they shop online. This statement needs to be further explored in future 

studies. 

  

Trust 4 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 3 1.9 1.9 1.9 

Disagree 15 9.4 9.4 11.3 

Moderately agree 29 18.2 18.2 29.6 

Agree 46 28.9 28.9 58.5 

Strongly agree 66 41.5 41.5 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  
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Key: TR4: "I would consume more sustainable products if I trusted their certification and 

source of raw materials more”  

 

The findings from the above table indicates that only 1.4% of the respondents strongly 

disagreed with the statement, "I would consume more sustainable products if I trusted their 

certification and source of raw materials more” whilst 41.5% strongly agreed with the 

statement. 28.9% of the participants agreed with the statement followed by 18.2% of the 

participants moderately agreed with the statement. Only 9.4% of the respondents disagreed 

with the statement. These results indicate that majority of the respondents indicated a level of 

agreement with the proposed statement. This finding shows that third party certifications such 

as the Proudly South Africa Initiative, Better Cotton Initiative and Ethical Trade Initiative are 

important to the Gen Z consumer cohort. Hence making it essential for fashion retail brands 

to partner with credible third party institutions and communicating their partnership on the 

respective product label.  

 

Trust 5 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 6 3.8 3.8 3.8 

Disagree 15 9.4 9.4 13.2 

Moderately agree 19 11.9 11.9 25.2 

Agree 47 29.6 29.6 54.7 

Strongly agree 72 45.3 45.3 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: TR5: "I would consume more sustainable products had better visibility in store” 

 

As observed in the table above, 6 out of 159 participants strongly disagreed with the 

statement that, "I would consume more sustainable products had better visibility in store” 

while 72 out of 159 strongly agreed with this statement. 29.6% of the respondents agreed 

with this statement followed by 11.9% of respondents moderately agreed with this statement. 

Overall, 138 out of the 159 responses have a level of agreement with the proposed statement 

thus making it an important aspect to sustainable consumption. This finding is crucial to 

fashion retail brands as they spend a large amount of time and effort on enhancing their retail 
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store by creating visually appealing merchandising elements such as window displays, in-

store banners and posters that would attract consumers. Therefore, greater emphasis needs to 

be placed on the display of sustainable products so that consumers are aware of the brands’ 

offering and in turn strengthen their intention to purchase these products.  

 

Trust 6 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 7 4.4 4.4 4.4 

Disagree 16 10.1 10.1 14.5 

Moderately agree 26 16.4 16.4 30.8 

Agree 51 32.1 32.1 62.9 

Strongly agree 59 37.1 37.1 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: TR6: "I would consume more sustainable products if I better understood their benefits” 

 

The findings from the above table indicates that only 4.4% of the respondents strongly 

disagreed with the statement, "I would consume more sustainable products if I better 

understood their benefits” whilst 37.1% strongly agreed with the statement. 32.1% of the 

participants agreed with the statement followed by 16.4% of the participants moderately 

agreed with the statement. Only 10.1% of the respondents disagreed with the statement. 

These results indicate that majority of the respondents indicated a level of agreement if they 

had a better understanding of the benefits of the sustainable product offering. It is therefore 

essential that the respective marketer creates an integrated sustainable marketing strategy to 

successfully communicate the sustainable product benefits across all the Gen Z consumer 

touch points. 
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Key: TR7: "I would consume more sustainable products if I understood better what is written 

on the packaging”  

 

The table above shows that 3.8% of the respondents strongly disagreed with the statement, "I 

would consume more sustainable products if I understood better what is written on the 

packaging” and 30.2% strongly agreed with the statement. 27% of the responses agreed with 

the statement and 28.3% of the responses moderately agreed with the statement. 10.7% of the 

participants disagreed with the statement. Overall, 85.5% of the responses displayed a level 

of agreement towards the statement. This indicates an essential aspect for fashion brands to 

display simplified wording on the respective sustainable product to ensure that the consumer 

fully understands what is written on it.  

Trust 8 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 11 6.9 6.9 6.9 

Disagree 9 5.7 5.7 12.6 

Moderately agree 17 10.7 10.7 23.3 

Agree 51 32.1 32.1 55.3 

Strongly agree 71 44.7 44.7 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: TR8: "I would consume more sustainable products if I knew the brands better”  

The table above shows that 6.9% of the respondents strongly disagreed with the statement, "I 

would consume more sustainable products if I knew the brands” and 44.7% strongly agreed 

 

Trust 7 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 6 3.8 3.8 3.8 

Disagree 17 10.7 10.7 14.5 

Moderately agree 45 28.3 28.3 42.8 

Agree 43 27.0 27.0 69.8 

Strongly agree 48 30.2 30.2 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  
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with the statement. 32.1% of the responses agreed with the statement followed by only 10.7% 

of the responses moderately agreed with the statement. Only 5.7% of the participants 

disagreed with the statement. Overall, 87.5% of the respondents indicated that brand 

awareness is a key aspect to sustainable consumption. Two of the key aspects to introducing 

new products to a market is to ensure that its product attributes are well communicated and 

that the brand resonates with the target market. Therefore, brands that are new to the 

sustainable product marketplace need to implement a strong brand building strategy to 

establish consumer trust. This can be done by partnering with well-established brands or use 

social media influencers to gain credibility. A recent example took place where the Australian 

fashion brand Country Road, partnered with a South African sustainable media platform, 

TWYG, to promote South African sustainable fashion designers.  

 

Accessibility 1 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 6 3.8 3.8 3.8 

Disagree 16 10.1 10.1 13.8 

Moderately agree 53 33.3 33.3 47.2 

Agree 44 27.7 27.7 74.8 

Strongly agree 40 25.2 25.2 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: ACC1: "I would consume more sustainable products if they offered more opportunities 

for experimentation”  

 

The findings from the above table indicates that only 3.8% of the respondents strongly 

disagreed with the statement, "I would consume more sustainable products if they offered 

more opportunities for experimentation” whilst 25.2% strongly agreed with the statement. 

27.7% of the participants agreed with the statement and 33.3% of the participants moderately 

agreed with the statement. Only 10.1% of the respondents disagreed with the statement. 

These results indicate that even though most of the respondents indicated a level of 

agreement, the highest number of respondents moderately agree with it. Fashion brands could 

potentially run an in-store activation allowing consumers to experiment with their sustainable 

offering. In addition, fashion brands could run an online competition and send the first 100 
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winners their respective sustainable product to test. These opportunities will then allow 

consumers to engage with the sustainable products and potentially increase their intention to 

purchase them.  

 

Accessibility 2 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 9 5.7 5.7 5.7 

Disagree 20 12.6 12.6 18.2 

Moderately agree 62 39.0 39.0 57.2 

Agree 37 23.3 23.3 80.5 

Strongly agree 31 19.5 19.5 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: ACC2: "I would consume more sustainable products if I have had a better consumer 

experience in the past”  

 

The results from the table above shows that 5.7% of the respondents strongly disagreed with 

the statement, "I would consume more sustainable products if I have had a better consumer 

experience in the past” and 19.5% strongly agreed with the statement. 23.3% of the 

responses agreed with the statement and 39% of the responses moderately agreed with the 

statement. 12.6% of the participants disagreed with the statement. Like the previous 

statement, most respondents indicated a level of agreement towards the statement with the 

majority moderately agree with it. One of the ways to competitively differentiate a brand is to 

provide superior customer service especially within the fashion retail space. Fashion brands 

could therefore invest in providing dedicated customer experience store assistants to 

proactively engage and promote their sustainable product range to consumers. This will then 

allow the consumer to receive a positive shopping experience and in turn strengthen the 

consumer’s intention to purchase.  
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Accessibility 3 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Strongly disagree 11 6.9 6.9 6.9 

Disagree 11 6.9 6.9 13.8 

Moderately agree 25 15.7 15.7 29.6 

Agree 42 26.4 26.4 56.0 

Strongly agree 70 44.0 44.0 100.0 

Total 159 100.0 100.0  

Key: ACC3: "I would consume more sustainable products if my day-to-day brand also 

offered this type of product”  

 

As observed from the table above, 6.9% of the respondents strongly disagreed with the 

statement, "I would consume more sustainable products if my day-to-day brand also offered 

this type of product” and 44% strongly agreed with the statement. 26.4% of the responses 

agreed with the statement and 15.7% of the responses moderately agreed with the statement. 

Only 6.9% of the participants disagreed with the statement. Overall, 86.1% of the 

respondents agreed with this statement thus making it significant for brands to explore ways 

to make it easy for their respective current Gen Z customer base to consume sustainably. An 

example of this could include a fast-moving consumer goods brand such as Unilever, to 

partner with a youth fashion brand such as Sportscene, on providing a sustainable sneaker 

cleaning product that could be sold in both grocery stores and in Sportscene retail stores.  

5.5 Reliability Results  

Cronbach’s Alpha test (Cronbach α) was the approach employed to check for reliability of 

research measures used for this study. This test is also referred to as the Coefficient Alpha 

where the coefficient varies from 0 to 1 and a value less than 0.6 is considered unreliable 

(Malhotra, 2010). Higher values of Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha represent higher reliability 

of the scale. The results of the reliability results are summarised below:   
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Construct  

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Number of 

items Commentary 

Sense of 

Retribution 0.802 Six 

Reliable as it surpassed the required threshold of 

0.6.  

Access to 

Information 0.747 Four 

Reliable as it surpassed the required threshold of 

0.6.  

Labelling 

and Peer 

Pressure 0.664 Four 

Reliable as it surpassed the required threshold of 

0.6.  

Health 0.757 Two 

Reliable as it surpassed the required threshold of 

0.6.  

Crisis 0.461  Two 

Construct was removed from analysis as it failed 

to meet the required criteria for reliability 

Trust 0.765 Eight 

Reliable as it surpassed the required threshold of 

0.6.  

Accessibility 0.626 Three 

Reliable as it surpassed the required threshold of 

0.6.  

Table 9: Reliability Results  

 

The table above illustrates that all the constructs except for the crisis construct exceeded the 

threshold of 0.6 and consequently the crisis construct has been removed from the rest of the 

analysis.  

5.6 Item Statistics  

To gain a better understanding of the attributes of each variable, descriptive statistics analysis 

was utilised by assessing the Mean and Standard Deviation of each factor. 

 

 Mean Standard Deviation Sample Size 

SR1 3.50 1.061 159 

SR2 3.40 1.131 159 

SR3 4.02 1.040 159 

SR4 3.81 1.181 159 
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SR5 3.64 1.165 159 

SR6 3.69 1.332 159 

 

AI1 4.38 0.912 159 

AI2 3.92 1.158 159 

AI3 3.41 1.289 159 

AI4 3.77 1.196 159 

    

LPP1 3.57 1.215 159 

LPP2 3.69 1.055 159 

LPP3 3.61 1.147 159 

LPP4 3.03 1.188 159 

 

H1 3.90 1.051 159 

H2 3.91 1.122 159 

 

TR1 4.50 0.710 159 

TR2 4.62 0.745 159 

TR3 4.35 0.908 159 

TR4 3.99 1.073 159 

TR5 4.03 1.139 159 

TR6 3.87 1.151 159 

TR7 3.69 1.125 159 

TR8 4.02 1.188 159 

ACC1 3.60 1.085 159 

ACC2 3.38 1.107 159 

ACC3 3.94 1.226 159 

Table 10: Means and Standard Deviations 

The table above presents the item statistics of the Means and Standard Deviations for the 

study. It can be observed that all the Means are within a close range. The range is from 3.38 

to 4.50 for all the constructs, showing that the data was normally distributed. The Standard 

Deviation values were all between the recommended threshold of -2 to +2 for normal 

distribution as they ranged from 0.745 to 1.196. 
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5.7 Validity Results  

The Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix is used to check for discriminant validity of the 

research constructs. Discriminant validity ensures that the constructs being measured are 

distinct (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Relationships among latent constructs were evaluated 

in order to see if they were lower than 1.0. A value lower than 0.7 for research constructs is 

recommended to confirm discriminant validity (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). The table 

below displays the correlations related to this study.  

Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix  

 

Correlations 

  SR AI LPP H TR ACC 

Sense of 

retribution 

1 0.615** 0.582** 0.328** 0.173* 0,031 

Access to 

information    

0.615** 1 0.610** 0.370** 0.166* 0,100 

Labelling and 

Peer Pressure 

0.582** 0.610** 1 0.296** 0.202* 0.188* 

Health 0.328** 0.370** 0.296** 1 0.218** 0,142 

Trust 0.173* 0.166* 0.202* 0.218** 1 0.574** 

Accessibility 0,031 0,100 0.188* 0,142 0.574** 1 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 11: Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix  

 

There is evidence from the table above indicates that there is discrimination validity as all the 

correlations are below 1. This shows that that all the constructs are distinctly different from 

each other.  

5.8 Model Fit Results  

The purpose of Model Fit is to assess how well the given data is represented by the model. 

According to Mishra (2016), a two-step technique is used to assess Model Fit which consists 

of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and hypotheses testing.  

5.8.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) Model 

The illustration below is a depiction of the Confirmatory Factor Analysis Model (CFA) and 

shows the results using AMOS 24.  
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Figure 7: Confirmatory Factor Analysis Model  
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5.8.2 Model Fit  

The table below provides a comprehensive view of the Model Fit results.  

Model Fit criteria 

 

Chi-Square GFI CFI NFI IFI TLI RMSEA 

Index 

 

1,081 0,875 0,982 0,809 0,983 0,977 0,023 

Table 12: Model Fit Results   

Key: Chi-square, GFI: Goodness of Fit Index, CFI: Comparative Fit Index, NFI: Normed Fit Index, TLI: 

Tucker Lewis Index, IFI: Incremental Fit Index, RMSEA: Random Measure Standard Error Approximation. 

The results are explained using the table below and referenced by Parry (2020).  

Measure Description  Cut-off for good fit  Results from study  

Chi-Square 

Assesses overall fit and 

the discrepancy 

between the sample and 

fitted covariance 

matrices. 

Value over degree of 

freedom (χ2/df) of 

value between 1 and 

3.  

The chi-square value is 

1.081 which shows an 

acceptable model fit.  

Goodness of 

Fitness Index 

(GFI) 

Indicates how well the 

model fits the observe 

data. GFI ≥ 0.90 

GFI is equal to 0.875 

and thus shows 

moderate reliability.   

Comparative Fit 

Index (CFI) 

A revised form of 

Normed Fit Index and 

used to compare the fit 

of a target model to the 

fit of an independent, or 

null, model. CFI ≥ 0.90 

CFI equals 0.982 thus 

reliable. 

Normed Fit 

Index (NFI) 

Measures the 

inconsistency between 

the chi-squared value of 

the hypothesized model 

and the chi-squared 

value of the null model.  NFI ≥ 0.90 

NFI equals 0.809 thus  

moderately reliable. 
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Tucker Lewis 

Index (TLI) 

NNFI is preferable for 

smaller samples. 

Sometimes the NNFI is 

referred to as the 

Tucker Lewis Index.  TLI ≥ 0.90 

TLI equals 0.977 thus 

reliable. 

 Incremental Fit 

Index (IFI)  

This measure assesses 

how well a model 

specified why the 

researcher fits relative 

to the null model where 

all observed variables 

are unrelated. IFI ≥ 0.90 

IFI equals 0.983 thus 

reliable. 

Random 

Measure 

Standard Error 

Approximation 

(RMSEA) 

Indicates how well the 

model, with indefinite 

but optimally selected 

parameter estimates 

would fit the 

populations covariance 

matrix. RMSEA < 0.08 

RMSEA equals 0.023 

thus reliable 

Table 13: Explanation of Model Fit  

The results shown in the above table indicates the outcome from the Model Fit qualifies as an 

acceptable CFA measurement Model Fit. Therefore, the study proceeded to the hypotheses 

testing stage using Structural Equation Modeling with AMOS 24 software program. 

5.9 Structural Equation Modeling 

The validity of the measurement model has been established and therefore this section will 

focus on the structural model. The shifts entail moving the focus from relationships between 

the latent constructs and the observed variables to the extent of the relationship between 

constructs (Malhotra, 2010). These latent constructs are formed from theoretical relationships 

that are commonly transformed into hypothesis that can be empirically tested. Structural 

Equation Modeling is used to test these hypothesised relationships (Malhotra, 2010). Below 

is an illustration of the current study’s structural model. 
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Structural Model  

 

Figure 8: Structural Model 

Key:  

• SR = Sense of retribution  

• AI = Access to information    

• LPP = Labelling and Peer Pressure  

• H = Health  

• TR = Trust  

• ACC = Accessibility  

 

The CSC construct is made up of the following variables: sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario. Each variable will be 

tested as part of CSC with regards to assessing the following hypotheses:  

H2: Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) has a positive influence 

on intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the trust dimension is concerned.  
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H3: Consumers’ sustainability consciousness (measured by sense of retribution, access to 

information, labelling and peer pressure, health and crisis scenario) has a positive influence 

on intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the accessibility dimension is concerned. 

Table 13 shows the results of Structural Equation Model Analysis 

Hypothesized Relationship P-value Significant/Not Significant 

SR dimension of CSC has a positive 

influence on sustainable purchase 

intention as far as the trust dimension is 

concerned 

0,841 Not Significant 

AI dimension of CSC has a positive 

influence on sustainable purchase 

intention as far as the trust dimension is 

concerned 

0,761 Not Significant 

LPP dimension of CSC has a positive 

influence on sustainable purchase 

intention as far as the trust dimension is 

concerned 

0,063 Not Significant 

H dimension of CSC has a positive 

influence on sustainable purchase 

intention as far as the trust dimension is 

concerned 

0,005 Significant 

SR dimension of CSC has a positive 

influence sustainable on purchase 

intention as far as the accessibility 

dimension is concerned 

0,212 Not Significant 

AI dimension of CSC has a positive 

influence on sustainable purchase 

intention as far as the accessibility 

dimension is concerned 

0,473 Not Significant 

LPP dimension  of CSC has a positive 

influence on sustainable purchase 

intention as far as the accessibility 

dimension is concerned 

0,039 Significant 

H dimension of CSC has a positive 

influence on sustainable purchase 

intention as far as the accessibility 

dimension is concerned 

0,009 Significant 

Table 13: Results of Structural Equation Model Analysis 
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5.10  Discussion of Hypotheses Testing Results 

The final part the Conceptual Model framework is to test the proposed hypotheses (Malhotra, 

2010). A p-value is used in hypotheses testing to help the research support or reject the null 

hypothesis (Malhotra, 2010; Gonick, 2013). A small p (≤ 0.05) rejects the null hypothesis as 

it provides strong evidence that the null hypothesis is invalid thus means hypothesised 

relationship is significant (Gonick, 2013). Whereas a large p (> 0.05) means hypothesised 

relationship is not significant (Gonick, 2013). 

The hypotheses were tested by assessing the dimensions of consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness in relation to trust and accessibility. Below is a discussion of the outcome of 

the results shown in the table above.   

SR dimension of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far 

as the trust dimension is concerned 

The first set of results examined the relationship between  the Sense of Retribution variable 

of the Consumers’ Sustainabilty Construct  and Sustainable Purchase Intention as far as  the 

Trust dimension was concerned. The findings were that this notion was not significant due to 

the p-value of 0.841.  

It seems possible that these results for sense of retribution were insignificant are due the 

questions of this dimension of CSC are more relevant to the purchase of product consumption 

products, such as milk, as opposed to fashion apparel purchases. de Carvalho et al., (2015) 

found that there are three types of responses that drive consumers to act responsibly: denial, 

consumer participation by taking responsibility of their actions and having a feeling of 

‘connectedness’. This rather contradictory result may be due to questions didn’t drive 

consumers to think to act responsibly when purchasing sustainable fashion products and in 

future perhaps visual aids should be used.  

AI dimension of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far as 

the trust dimension is concerned 

The next set of results examined the relationship between  the Access to Information variable 

of the Consumers’ Sustainabilty Construct  and Sustainable Purchase Intention as far as  the 

Trust dimension was concerned. The findings were that this relationship was not significant 

due to the p-value of 0.761.  
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Consumers may not always have access to reliable product information thus a degree of 

uncertainty arises when a lack of trust towards the product exists (Testa, Iraldo, Vaccari, & 

Ferrari, 2015; Thøgersen, Haugaard, & Olesen, 2010). A possible explanation for these 

results may be the lack of adequate information that exists with regards to sustainable fashion 

offerings.  

LPP dimension of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far 

as the trust dimension is concerned 

Thereafter the results examined the relationship between the Labelling and Peer Pressure 

variable of the Consumers’ Sustainabilty Construct  and Sustainable Purchase Intention as far 

as  the Trust dimension was concerned. The findings were that this relationship was not 

significant due to the p-value of 0.063. 

Conscious consumers seek product information from their peers as the first point of call and 

thereafter gathers more information about the product when reading the product’s label. 

Product labelling increases consumer trust as transparency of information is important to 

conscious consumers (de Carvalho et al. 2015).  It seems possible that these results are due to 

there is not enough information available on the labelling of sustainable fashion products and 

thus an opportunity for fashion retailers to educate Gen Z on the subject of sustainable 

fashion.  

H dimension of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far as 

the trust dimension is concerned.  

The findings confirm that the Health dimension of Consumers’ Sustainability Consciousness 

is the only significant positive influence with a p-value of 0.005 on the intention to 

purchase sustainably, as far as the Trust dimension is concerned. What is surprising is that 

this dimension asked specific questions around health status and the consumption of fruit and 

vegetables. A possible explanation for these results may be the lack of adequate questions 

relating to health in relation to sustainable fashion consumption as it poses a generic 

statement as opposed to a more specific statement.  
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SR dimension of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far 

as the accessibility dimension is concerned 

The next set of results assessed the relationship between the Sense of Restribution variable of 

the Consumers’ Sustainabilty Construct  and Sustainable Purchase Intention as far as  the 

Accessbility dimension was concerned. The findings were that this relationship was not 

significant due to the p-value of 0.212. SR was found to be the only reliable dimension of 

CSC and thus these results are surprising. A potential explanation could be that the consumer 

faces a challenge of wanting to do the right thing but perhaps not converting this motivation 

into an intention to purchase sustainably.  

AI dimension of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far as 

the accessibility dimension is concerned 

The next set of results assessed the relationship between the Accesss to Information variable 

of the Consumers’ Sustainabilty Construct  and Sustainable Purchase Intention as far as  the 

Accessbility dimension was concerned. The findings were that this relationship was not 

significant due to the p-value of 0.473. A possible explanation for this might be that even 

though this consumer segment has access to an array of information that may inform their 

intentions to purchase sustainably, they may not be able to access the sustainable product due 

to it being costly.  

LPP dimension  of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far 

as the accessibility dimension is concerned 

The next set of results assessed the relationship between the Labelling and Peer Pressure 

variable of the Consumers’ Sustainabilty Construct  and Sustainable Purchase Intention as far 

as  the Accessbility dimension was concerned. The findings were that this relationship was 

significant due to the p-value of 0.039.  

The labelling and peer pressure dimension supports the findings of a previous study 

conducted by De Pelsmacker, Driesen & Rayp (2003). Findings from this research paper 

revealed that when the sale of ethical products are adequately promoted, the consumer then 

becomes aware of the product’s availability in-store and therefore increases their intent to 

purchase. 
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H dimension of CSC has a positive influence on sustainable purchase intention as far as 

the accessibility dimension is concerned 

The next set of results assessed the relationship between the Health variable of the 

Consumers’ Sustainabilty Construct  and Sustainable Purchase Intention as far as  the 

Accessbility dimension was concerned. The findings were that this relationship was 

significant due to the p-value of 0.009.  

The findings of the results on the health dimension do not support the previous research as 

accessibility was found to be associated with product store availability, lower priced products 

and products sold within proximity to one’s home (de Carvalho, et al.,2015). A possible 

explanation for this might be that the interpretation of health in relation to accessibility was 

limited to the two generic health questions 

5.11 Chapter Summary  

Chapter five provided a detailed report of the findings of the study, using the guidelines 

provided in Chapter four. A detailed discussion of the descriptive statistics, assessments of 

the reliability, validity, Model Fit as well as the testing of the hypotheses were presented. The 

infographic below provides a summary of the findings which was presented in Chapter five.  
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Figure 9: Infographic: Summary of Findings 
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Chapter Six: Conclusions, Implications and Future Research  

6.1 Introduction 

The objective of the current study was to determine consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

and its impact on sustainable purchase intention within the South African fashion retail 

market focusing on the Gen Z consumer segment. This chapter will provide conclusions, 

highlight managerial implications, overall research contributions, study limitations and 

finally state opportunities for future research.  

6.2 Managerial Implications 

The findings of this research provide insight for academicians, fashion retail brands, and 

government. Academically, the current study makes a theoretical contribution to existing 

literature on the relationship between sense of retribution, labelling and peer pressure, health, 

crisis scenario and consumers’ sustainability consciousness. Furthermore, this study provided 

a deeper insight into the significant relationship between the health variable and the 

consumers’ sustainability consciousness construct. This study also provides a theoretical 

contribution to existing literature on the relationship between sense of retribution, labelling 

and peer pressure, health, crisis scenario (as dimensions of consumers’ sustainable 

consciousness) on sustainable purchase intention as far as trust and accessibility is concerned. 

The findings from this study specifically contributes to academia by indicating the positive 

impact that health, labelling and peer pressure has on sustainable purchase intentions.  

 

The insights gained from this study may be of assistance to fashion retail brands through the 

following key findings:  

➢ The most reliable dimension of consumers’ sustainable consciousness: Sense of 

Retribution  

The study contributes to our understanding of Gen Z’s conscious consumption with regards 

to purchasing sustainable products within the fashion retail industry. The most reliable 

dimension was found to be, sense of retribution, and was represented by the following 

statement, “I started consuming more sustainably when I realised I could contribute to a 

better world by buying Fairtrade products”. This insight provides South Africa’s leading 
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retailers like Pick n Pay and Woolworths who both sell Fairtrade products with the 

opportunity to create a targeted Fairtrade product offering for the Gen Z consumer base. An 

example of this targeted offering could take form of providing all university students with a 

discount off their respective Fairtrade product range. Furthermore, this finding offers fashion 

retailers with the opportunity to investigate a potential partnership with Fairtrade such as 

launching an exclusive Fairtrade clothing collection.   

 

➢ The most reliable dimension of sustainable purchase intention: Trust  

This work contributes to the existing knowledge of sustainable purchase intentions by 

providing further insight into the trust aspect of it. 98.7% of the respondents agreed with the 

statement “"I would consume more sustainable products if they were cheaper”. This finding 

presents a crucial opportunity for fashion retail brands to explore a relevant pricing strategy 

that is best suited for the Gen Z consumer cohort. There are three main types of pricing 

strategies: new-product pricing, product-mix pricing and price-adjustment that brands can 

apply (Kotler, Phillip and Armstrong, Gary, 2014). The new product pricing strategy has 

been chosen to form part of this discussion. This strategy comprises of the following two 

pricing categories;  

• Market-skimming pricing: This pricing plan entails setting a high price whereby a 

few but profitable sales are received  

• Market-penetration pricing: This pricing plan entails setting a low price in order to 

attract a large number of buyers 

Given that the consumer segment is the Gen Z market, the market-penetration pricing may be 

more applicable as majority of this cohort depend on their families for income required to 

make purchases. As mentioned in Chapter two, there are six forms of sustainable fashion; 

custom made, sustainable design and production, fair and ethically made, waste management, 

second hand and collaborative consumption. Retail brands could therefore investigate which 

form of sustainable fashion is the most cost effective to produce for the Gen Z consumer. An 

example would be for retailers to offer an online second-hand shop where the Gen Z market 

can purchase cost effective clothing. This allows the respective fashion retailer to generate a 

profit on the pre-loved apparel whilst connecting and establishing a meaningful relationship 

with the Gen Z consumer.   
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a focus on supporting local fashion brands 

and therefore a research opportunity to include ‘buying local’ as a seventh form of 

sustainable fashion. Buying local is considered sustainable due to the following reasons: 

reduces carbon footprint, increases accessibility and boosts job creation (Testa, Russo, 

Cornwell, McDonald & Reich, 2018). Ultimately, buying local supports sustainable 

production and consumption as it results in a reduction in environmental impact and 

stimulates economic activity. Consequently, there is an important opportunity to fulfil the gap 

of offering local cost-effective sustainable fashion. 

 

The key insights from the empirical findings will be shown by highlighting several key 

outcomes presented in Chapter five.   

➢ H2: Consumers’ sustainability consciousness has a positive influence on intention to 

purchase sustainably, as far as the trust dimension is concerned.  

Trust is developed by a consumers’ level of understanding of product labels and their past 

experiences with the product (de Carvalho et al., 2015). The role of third-party sustainability 

labels serves as a guidance to consumers in providing transparent and reliable information 

encouraging the consumer to make sustainable purchasing decisions (D’Souza, Lamb & 

Taghian, 2006). The findings from this study revealed that the health dimension of 

consumers’ sustainability consciousness is the only supported and significant positive 

influence on the intention to purchase sustainably, as far as the trust dimension is concerned.   

These findings are in line with the previous study conducted by de Carvalho et al., (2015). 

These results would seem to suggest that the respondents trust sustainable healthy products 

and this these findings will be of interest to retailers that offer both food and fashion such as 

Pick n Pay and Woolworths. There is an opportunity for these retailers to apply the product-

mix pricing strategy in form of the product bundle pricing whereby a healthy meal and 

sustainable fashion item is combined and offered at reduced price. These retailers could 

potentially customise their sustainable offerings to the Gen Z market by gaining a better 

understanding of this consumers’ health choices and potentially combine their food and 

clothing offering to increase Gen Z’s intent to purchase. An example would be for Pick n Pay 

to use the database of their smart shopper loyalty club of their older Gen Z shoppers (aged 

18-24years) to gain a better understanding of this cohort’s shopping behaviour. Thereafter, 

producing a customised sustainable food and clothing offering for the respective Gen Z 

consumer. Similarly, Woolworths could utilise their WRewards loyalty database of their 

older Gen Z shoppers to provide a sustainable product-mix to this consumer market.  
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➢ H3: Consumers’ sustainability consciousness has a positive influence on intention to 

purchase sustainably, as far as the accessibility dimension is concerned.  

Consumers concerned with environmental sustainability and making improvements to 

their quality of life are experiencing social and environmental changes within their 

lifestyles (de Carvalho et al., 2015). There has been an increase in specialised stores that 

offer sustainable products and an interest in non-retail stores such as Yoga studios to sell 

sustainable offerings to the conscious consumer (de Carvalho et al., 2015). This study has 

identified that the health, labelling and peer pressure dimensions of consumers’ 

sustainability consciousness positively influences the accessibility aspect of the 

sustainable purchase intention. The research finding supports the work by de Carvalho et 

al. (2015) as the trust aspect of sustainable purchase intention relates to the consumers’ 

belief to know and gain product assurance which is developed by their understanding of 

product labels. The insights gained from this finding may be of assistance to South 

African fashion retailers that currently have sustainable offerings such as Poetry, 

Woolworths, The Foschini Group and Cape Union Mart. These findings could be applied 

when these retailers plan their sustainable offerings by focusing on introducing health 

aspects to their product offerings and ensuring that the labels of their sustainable range is 

well communicated. An example of this would be for The Foschini Group to collaborate 

with a healthy food provider such as the Food Lover’s Market on an exclusive sustainable 

collection. This collection could take form of selling a range of locally produced t-shirts 

that are made from ethically sourced cotton as part of the Better Cotton Initiative. The 

labelling aspect can be communicated by applying an exclusive colour to the price tag of 

the respective sustainable collection and also highlight the third-party, Better Cotton 

Initiative, that was used as part of this collaboration. Ultimately, strengthening the Gen Z 

consumers’ brand preference towards both the food and fashion retailer and increasing 

this cohorts’ intentions to purchase.  

6.3 Research Contributions 

This study provides the first comprehensive assessment of understanding conscious 

consumption holistically by examining the consumer’s sustainability consciousness construct 

and the impact of this construct on sustainable purchase intentions within an emerging 

market. The findings from this study make several contributions which will benefit academia 

fashion retail business and government. Academically, the current study makes a theoretical 
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contribution to existing literature on the relationship between sense of retribution, labelling 

and peer pressure, health, crisis scenario on consumers’ sustainability consciousness. 

Furthermore, this study provides a theoretical contribution to existing literature on the 

relationship between sense of retribution, labelling and peer pressure, health, crisis scenario 

(as dimensions of consumers’ sustainable consciousness) on sustainable purchase intention as 

far as trust and accessibility is concerned. This work contributes to existing knowledge on 

consumers’ sustainability consciousness by providing research insights into the impact this 

construct on sustainable purchase intention amongst Gen Z in the South African fashion retail 

market. Therefore, these findings will be of interest to the field of both academia and to 

businesses who currently offer or intend to offer sustainable fashion offerings. The findings 

from this study make several contributions to the current literature on understanding 

conscious consumer behaviour within the field of sustainability. These results provide a 

holistic view of the conscious Gen Z consumer in the rapidly expanding field of 

sustainability. Moreover, the new understanding of consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

within an emerging market should help to improve predictions of the impact of the Gen Z 

consumer market and their sustainable consumption behaviour.  

Furthermore, this study contributes to the government’s understanding of sustainability 

consumption. The Brazilian government has played an active role in driving sustainable 

consumption by making it part of its public policy (Ariztía, Kleine, das Graças, Brightwell, 

Agloni, Afonso & Bartholo,2014). This signifies as an encouragement for the South African 

government to learn and adapt some of Brazil’s important ethical practices in order to drive 

sustainable consumption amongst its residents. This shows the importance of gaining a better 

understanding of conscious consumption within the South African marketplace.   

6.4 Limitations and Future Research 

The scope of this research was limited in terms of the scale of the study. Given that this 

survey was distributed to the University of Cape Town student population within a pandemic, 

many students had challenges accessing the survey online. As a result, only 211 responses 

were received with only 159 valid responses. Although the current study is based on a small 

sample of participants, the findings suggest there is scope to develop a better understanding 

of the dimensions of consumers’ sustainability consciousness by re-looking the crisis aspect 

and explore if there are additional dimensions to consumers’ sustainability consciousness 

within an emerging market context. Furthermore, this study took place within South Africa 
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where eleven languages are practiced and thus could have resulted in representative bias as 

the survey was only conveyed in English. The study should therefore be repeated with a 

larger sample size using more than one South African official language. A natural 

progression of this work is to examine Gen Z’s sustainable consumption actual purchase 

behaviour as this study was limited to understanding this cohorts’ sustainable purchase 

intentions.  

6.5 Chapter Summary  

In conclusion, the present study was designed to determine consumers’ sustainability 

consciousness impact on sustainable purchase intention within the South African fashion 

retail market focusing on the Gen Z consumer segment. The key aspects of this chapter 

focused on the practical implications of the study by providing managerial implications, 

contributions to research, highlighting limitations and providing recommendations for future 

studies. 
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Appendix A: The Consumers’ Sustainability Consciousness Model  
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Appendix B: Questionnaire  

Participant Information Sheet  

An investigation of consumers’ sustainability consciousness amongst Gen Z in the South 

African fashion retail market. 

Good day, 

My name is Mymoena Williams and I am conducting research towards Master’s Degree in 

Marketing and would like to invite you to participate in this academic questionnaire. The 

purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information to uncover what the main drivers of 

conscious behaviour of sustainable consumption are amongst Gen Z South African 

consumers. The research is purely for academic purposes in fulfilment of my degree and has 

been approved by the Commerce Ethics in Research Committee.  

Participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you may choose to withdraw from the 

study at any point in time. Please note that the choice not to participate or to withdraw from 

the study will have no adverse consequences. Please be assured that the data collected from 

this study will remain private and treated with confidentiality. In order to ensure that your 

right to anonymity is respected please do not put your name anywhere on the questionnaire. 

The questionnaire consists of eight sections A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H thus should take 

approximately ten minutes of your time. Please complete all the questions in order to ensure 

that the questionnaire can be used. You will be presented with five options for each question. 

Please indicate the response that you find most appropriate from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 

(strongly agree). There are no correct or incorrect answers, however please only indicate one 

answer per statement.  

Thank you in advance, your participation is greatly appreciated. 

Researcher: Mymoena Williams                    Research Supervisor: Lebogang Mototo 

Contact details: 084 414 6772     072 907 9943  

Wllmym001@myuct.ac.za                 lebogang.mototo@uct.ac.za  

mailto:Wllmym001@myuct.ac.za
mailto:lebogang.mototo@uct.ac.za
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UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

School of Management Sciences 

Questionnaire 

SECTION A:  Respondent Profile 

This section includes some general and biographical questions.  Please indicate your answer 

by marking (X) where appropriate. 

1. Please indicate your age______________ 

 

2. Current educational qualifications (please mark X on the corresponding line) 

___ School-leaving Certificate 

___ Matric Certificate 

___ Diploma 

___ Undergraduate Degree 

___ Post-graduate Degree 

 

3. Select which fashion brands you purchase from? 

- Cotton On 

- Donna 

- Exact 

- Fabiani 

- Foschini 
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- Gstar 

- H&M 

- Markham 

- Mr Price 

- Sportscene 

- The Fix 

- Totalsports 

- Truworths 

- Woolworths 

- Zara   

Below are statements which determine your patterns of sustainable consumption. 

Sustainable products include; made locally, made from recycled material or can be 

recycled, sourced ethically and made from environmentally friendly raw material etc.  

SECTION B: SENSE OF RETRIBUTION 

Below are statements about consuming products that are good for the community and the 

environment, you are required to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 

statement by marking (X) the appropriate number where: 

*Fair Trade is a movement aimed to help producers in developing countries to work in 

better social and environmental conditions.  

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Moderately 

agree 

Agree Strongly agree 
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Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I realised the superior quality of organic 

products 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I began to want to give my contribution 

to my local community or society 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I realised I could contribute to a better 

world by buying *fair trade products 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I started making an effort to buy 

products in recyclable packaging 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I started buying *fair trade products to 

help small communities to have better 

working conditions 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I stopped buying products tested on 

animals 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION C: ACCESS TO INFORMATION  

Below are statements about Access to Information when choosing to buy a sustainable 

product, you are required to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 

statement by marking (X) the appropriate number where: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Moderately 

agree 

Agree Strongly agree 

 

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I realised we were polluting or 

destroying nature 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I felt alert to the importance of Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 
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social and environmental 

certifications 

disagree 

I saw a documentary or shocking 

information that led me to be 

more careful about what I buy 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I saw information on the internet 

that led me to change my 

consumption patterns 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION D: LABELLING AND PEER PRESSURE  

Below are statements about Labelling and Peer Pressure behaviour when you consume 

sustainably, you are required to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 

statement by marking the appropriate number where: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Moderately 

agree 

Agree Strongly agree 

 

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I began to be interested in 

information on product 

labels 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I wanted to try 

products/practices that 

people close to me 

recommended 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

The product labels called 

my attention to 

characteristics that fit with 

my values 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I realised that I would buy Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 
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sustainably even with a 

lower product quality 

 

SECTION E: HEALTH 

Below are statements about your Health – making choices that are good for you and the 

planet. You are required to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 

statement by marking the appropriate number where: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Moderately 

agree 

Agree Strongly agree 

 

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I started to pay more attention to 

my health 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I began to consume more fruits and 

vegetables 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I started following a vegetarian diet Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION F: CRISIS 

Below are statements about cautious and conscious spending, you are required to indicate 

the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement by marking the appropriate 

number where: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Moderately 

agree 

Agree Strongly agree 

"I started consuming more sustainably when ...". 

I was shown that consuming South Strongly 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 
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African products made more sense 

for the local economy 

disagree 

I personally suffered issues of the 

current crisis and had to pay more 

attention to what I really needed to 

buy 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

SECTION G: TRUST 

Section G measured the respondents’ intentions to buy sustainable products using the trust 

dimension. Examples of the questions include: 

"I would consume more sustainable products if": 

 

Were cheaper Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Were available in more stores Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Were available closer to home Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I trusted their certification and 

source of raw materials more 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Had better visibility in store 

  

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

Better understood their benefits Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I understood better what is 

written on the packaging 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I knew the brands better Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

 

 

SECTION H: ACCESSIBILITY  
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Section H measured the respondents’ intentions to buy sustainable products using the 

accessibility dimension. Examples of the questions include: 

"I would consume more sustainable products if 

They offered more opportunities 

for experimentation 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

I have had a better consumer 

experience in the past 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

My day-to-day brand also 

offered this type of product 

Strongly 

disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

THE END 

Thank You! 
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Appendix C: Ethics Letter  

 

 




